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Re:

United Desert Communities Objections to PLA Policy

Dear Board Members:
As attorney for United Desert Communities of Imperial and Riverside Counties (“the
Communities”), I am enclosing a longer letter with significant document corroboration explaining
why a PLA policy or rule instituted by IID would be a major negative development for the
Counties (i.e. workers, residents and businesses). Set forth below is a summary of the points
the Communities would like to make:
1.
The vast majority of workers in the Counties and the vast majority of workers on
IID projects are nonunion. They are paid the prevailing wage rate, however, (both base wage
and fringes) on all IID projects. A PLA policy requiring those workers to be subject to
deductions from their take home pay for union fringe benefits and union dues would significantly
reduce their take home pay. It would also “rip them off” in a multitude of ways because they will
never receive the union fringe benefits and the deductions from their paycheck will be sent to
Los Angeles never to return.
2.
Most of the local employment on IID projects under a PLA policy will be lost to
out of county workers. The PLA policy would not only result in loss of local employment and
retail business, but the cost of IID construction would go up significantly. Few local contractors
will bid on IID projects and out of town contractors will have significant increased labor costs for
travel and subsistence required by the prevailing wage laws.
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3.
The unions’ sales pitch that “core” employees from local nonunion contractors’
workforces allowed under a PLA policy will result in local participation is false. The reasons why
local participation will virtually disappear are explained in more detail in the longer letter.
4.
A PLA policy will also result in a number of federal legal challenges, permit and
funding delays, and potential liability to IID.
We would appreciate an opportunity to meet with you at your earliest convenience to elaborate
upon these statements.
Very truly yours,

Richard M. Freeman
Professional Corporation
for SHEPPARD, MULLIN, RICHTER & HAMPTON LLP
SMRH:4817-0063-1470.1
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Frank Oswalt
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Re:

Proposed PLA Policy for all IID for all Construction Work

Dear Board Members:
This firm represents United Desert Communities of Imperial and Riverside Counties (the
“Communities”). The purpose of this letter is to explain that if the Imperial Irrigation District
(“IID”) adopts a policy, program, or regulation imposing Project Labor Agreements (“Union Only
Agreements” or “PLA’s”) IID will be creating significant economic hardships to the residents of
Imperial and Riverside County; IID will dramatically increase its construction costs; IID will be
violating federal law and increase the risk that federal officials will either refuse to fund or refuse
to issue permits for IID projects.
The Union Only Policy Will Have a Significant Negative Impact on Residents of the Counties
The vast majority of construction workers who work on IID projects and the vast majority of
construction workers living in the Counties are nonunion, and the Building and Construction
Trades Unions’ (the “Unions”) Standard Master Labor Agreements’ (“MLAs”) provisions work
against the interests of the County residents. This is not just an opinion. If one reviews how
these MLA’s operate (which are always incorporated into the PLA’s), and the surrounding facts
applicable to IID projects, the reality of economic hardship imposed by PLA’s in Imperial County
becomes obvious.
We want to stress that an IID PLA policy will hurt County residents significantly, damage County
merchants, and will be of no economic benefit to IID. Such a policy would simply be a political
payoff to the unions at County residents’ expense. The Unions are pressing IID for a PLA.
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They would not get the work otherwise, even though the nonunion competition is paying its
workers the prevailing wage rate.
The Union’s hope that IID’s Board Members will not scrutinize how PLA’s on IID projects would
actually work. Because if the Board Members do, they will realize how harmful and sinister
these PLA’s would be.
The Communities are not proposing that Union contractors not bid on IID projects. But the
Communities are suggesting that the best bidder be selected, particularly because all workers,
union and nonunion, must be paid the prevailing wage rate.
The Hiring Hall Provisions in the PLA/MLA’s would reduce the County Residents’ Work
Opportunities
The Unions’ MLA’s contain virtually identical hiring hall provisions. 1 Those provisions contain
“A”, “B”, “C”, (and even “D”) lists. Contractors requesting workers to be dispatched from the
hiring halls are sent workers (with the most seniority in the union) on the “A” and “B” lists. Thus,
the nonunion construction worker residents of the Counties (other than “core” employees
discussed below) would be “last in line.” If no competent workers are available from the union
hiring hall, then the contractor is allowed to hire nonunion workers off the C or D lists, But then
even those workers are forced to join the union and/or pay union dues within eight days of
employment. (See Exhibits 3 and 4).
Large union contractors from western Counties in California would undoubtedly obtain most of
IID work under PLA provisions. This is because most County nonunion contractors will refuse
to bid and work on IID projects (because of the PLA forced unionization of core workers and the
deductions from their paychecks going to the union never to be seen again). This will result in
much less competition, higher bid prices, and a reduction in employment in Counties that are
already suffering high unemployment. This would be particularly egregious here since local
construction workers on IID projects are already paid the state prevailing wage rate which is
equivalent to the union compensation.
The Pitch That Local Nonunion Contractors Can Use Their “Core Employees” on IID PLA
Projects is a Sham.
A “core employee” under the typical PLA is an individual who has regularly worked for the
nonunion construction contractor. Under a PLA he can work under union rules on PLA jobs.
The Building Trades argue that “it’s not so bad” for the nonunion contractor, because he can
use some core employees for part of his crew. In addition to the fact that the unions severely
limit the number of core employees who can work under PLAs, there are a number of fallacies
in the notion that nonunion contractors would be willing to work on union only jobs.

1

Operators and Laborers MLA’s are used as examples throughout this letter because they are
the trades most utilized on IID projects. (See Exhibits 1 and 2).
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1.

The use of core employees is often prohibitively expensive because the nonunion
contractor is already paying the prevailing wage under his own health plans and pension
plans (or else he is paying these amounts on his paycheck). The typical PLA requires
the nonunion contractor to pay fringe benefits into all of the union trust funds on an
hourly basis from day one. As the attached Fringe Benefit Schedule from the current
Operating Engineers Local 12 Master Labor Agreement specifies, these fringe benefit
deductions from the prevailing wage can exceed $20 per hour (see Exhibit 5). Thus, for
example, a one month IID project using some core employees, the nonunion contractor
could be paying $20 per hour more in fringes for a core employee than for a union
employee hired out of the union hiring hall. This “double benefit cost” alone would
discourage virtually all nonunion contractors from bidding on IID projects regardless of
being able to use some core employees.

2.

Second, even the fringe benefit payments (deducted from paycheck) that are made on
behalf of a core worker under the PLAs result in virtually no benefit to the core
employee. Instead, in most cases, the monies deducted and contributed on an hourly
basis for the core worker simply are forfeited to the benefit of the union trust funds. A
few of these egregious and shocking examples are illustrative:
a.

In Exhibit 6 you will see that hourly employer contributions to the Operating
Engineers Local 12 Deferred Benefit Pension Trust are $9 per hour. Under the
rules of this pension trust (See Exhibit 7), the worker must have five thousand
hours contributed before he becomes vested in any retirement benefit. Thus,
even if a core worker of a nonunion contractor were employed for two years
continuously and had $9 per hour taken out of his paycheck, he would receive
absolutely no retirement benefit because he would never vest. (i.e. the money
would be forfeited to the union trust). In contrast, the nonunion contractors
working on IID prevailing wage projects will either pay the money to the core
employee as wages (thereby dramatically increasing his take home pay), or pay
it into a 401(k) defined contribution plan where the employee is assured to
receive all of the money contributed in his name upon retirement. Note also that
the Operating Engineers Benefit Plan Pension Trust is dramatically
underfunded and considered “in danger” by the Department of Labor, yet
under a PLA imposed by IID, $9 per hour out of the prevailing wage would be
deducted and paid to this Union entity. (See Exhibit 8). The unions will argue
that the defined benefit plans are “better” than 401k plans, but just the opposite is
true when you consider the union plans underfunding and the zero return on
investment that is obtained on the amount contributed for the employees. 2
The Operating Engineers Pension Trust reflects the typical structure of the
building trade’s pension funds. The Laborers pension trust essentially has the
same 5000 hour vesting provisions. Thus, contributions taken out of the core

2

The return on investment for contributions currently being paid into the plan is virtually zero or
less because a huge portion of the contribution amount is going toward benefits promised in the
past PLA’s.
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local employee’s paychecks would result in them getting nothing and result in
the out of area long term union employees getting all of the benefit (as little as
that may end up being).
3.

Another draconian feature to the union only agreements pertains to health insurance.
The union contracts all require a vesting period before the worker and his family are
covered with any medical insurance (200 hours for Operators and Laborers) (Exhibits 9
and 10). The nonunion contractors doing prevailing wage work are already covering
their employees with medical insurance at a much lower cost with the cost difference
being paid to the employee on his paycheck. For example, the nonunion contractors
in Imperial County doing IID work typically obtain less expensive medical insurance for
their employees in Mexico (for $2 to $3 per hour). When working on prevailing wage
jobs, the Hispanic employee can then put the remainder of this fringe benefit amount in
his paycheck. (See Exhibit 10). By way of example, again using the Operating
Engineers Fringe Benefit Contribution Schedule (Exhibit 11), the nonunion core worker
in the County working for a nonunion contractor who is obtaining his medical insurance
in Mexico would receive an additional $9 per hour on his paycheck. This is
significant money to the local resident. It is another significant rip off for the union –
justify that to the spouse of a County resident!

The Financial Benefits from IID Will be Transferred out of Imperial County to Western Counties.
As referenced above, there is a history of public PLA’s resulting in the work being done by large
out of area union contractors resulting in much higher construction costs. Those contractors
typically transport their regular, union employees to the location of the union only projects. (The
state prevailing wage also requires those transported workers to be paid significant travel and
subsistence resulting in even higher labor costs for the performance of the work). Here, the out
of area union workers on IID PLA projects would take their compensation back to the cities in
which they live. (The closest Operating Engineer hiring hall is in San Diego. The closest
Laborer hiring hall is in Redlands. The same can be said for their apprenticeship programs). In
so many words, this would take the prevailing wage out of the pockets of County residents and
put them in the pockets of out of County residents. There would undoubtedly be significant
negative impacts on virtually all businesses in the County. Local County car dealerships and
local malls would suffer. This in turn would reduce sales tax revenues which the Counties also
desperately need. Moreover, as the fringe benefit chart demonstrates (Exhibit 10), virtually all
of the fringe benefits deducted from “core employee” paychecks would be sent to Los Angeles
and County employees would receive no benefits from those union fringe benefit programs.
The Union Only Policy Would Provide Absolutely Nothing Relative to Ensuring a Skilled
Workforce.
We defy the Building Trades Council to show any contract they have ever entered into wherein
the unions guaranteed to provide skilled workers on demand. In other words, the PLAs do not
guaranty a skilled workforce and they do not guaranty work for local residents. As described
above, the hiring hall provisions of the union MLA’s in Southern California merely allow the
contractor to call the hiring the hall and if workers are available, the union will dispatch them. If
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not, the contractor must hire off the street and force the employee into the union (See Exhibits
1 & 2). This is why the Communities contend that allowing both union and nonunion contractors
to bid on IID projects, not PLA’s, is the best way to ensure a skilled and competent workforce.
This is particularly true here because the vast majority of work done on IID projects is already
done nonunion with local employees who have the expertise to perform the work. Out of area
union contractors would have to learn “on the job,” inevitably being less efficient and more
costly.
Union Only Projects Always Result in Greater Construction Costs
There are a multitude of reasons why union only agreements would result in higher construction
costs to IID. A few are listed below.
1.

Nonunion contractors will not bid on IID contracts. Fewer bidders mean higher bids.

2.

Out of area contractors bringing their workforce from out of the area will have to pay
travel and subsistence on a daily basis to their transported workers. For example, an
out of area laborer would be paid $45 per day in subsistence (as required by the
prevailing wage law) and this does not even include the cost of travel time paid to the out
of area worker.

3.

PLA’s by their very nature are inefficient and unnecessarily increase the cost of
construction to the public agency. This is a fact which has occurred on every PLA
construction project. 3

An IID PLA Policy Would Result in Numerous Legal Challenges.
1.

The United States Supreme Court in Building & Construction Trades Council v.
Associated Builders & Contractors of Massachusetts/Rhode Island, Inc., 507 U.S. 218
(1993) specifically stated that a state agency establishing a rule, policy, or regulation of
Project Labor Agreements would be illegal, because it would be preempted by the
National Labor Relations Act. A PLA is only legal, if at all, when done on a project by
project basis.

2.

The Supreme Court recently ruled that a state agency cannot impose a requirement that
workers pay dues to unions in collective bargaining agreements. Requiring dues
payments is unconstitutional (Janus v. American Federation of State, et al., 585 U.S.
___ (2018). Public agency imposed PLAs requiring the worker to pay union dues is
state action in violation of the First Amendment under Janus . IID runs the risk of being
liable for all union dues extracted from all workers, union or nonunion, working on IID

3

See the IID Board Agenda Memorandum dated April 14, 2015, confirming that imposing a PLA
on the Utility Scale Battery Energy Storage System Project increased the cost of the work by
approximately $3.4 million with the exact same scope of work. IN other words, merely by
imposing an ‘inefficient” PLA the cost of the project to IID increased by over 10%. See
Attachment A.
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PLA projects. This is because the unions will not be able to demonstrate that the union
workers, much less the nonunion workers, voluntarily agreed to pay union dues out of
their paychecks. Note that all of the MLA’s contain provisions for hourly “supplemental
dues” which are deducted from the employee’s paycheck. These dues can be over $2
per hour. Again see chart (Exhibit 10) which includes supplemental dues of $1.30 per
hour from the Operating Engineers Agreement. This could result in millions of dollars in
liability to IID if a class action is filed and successful.
3.

The NLRB Division of Advice in Washington, D.C. has just authorized a federal
complaint on a public PLA in Seattle with features identical to that the Building Trades
would propose here. Similar unfair labor practice charges with the NLRB would be filed
against IID. These charges could result in a loss of federal funding or permitting, as well
as an NLRB injunction against IID prohibiting any PLA.

Before supporting the seriously flawed PLA policy currently being considered by IID, we request
that you study the information provided in this letter. The Communities’ representatives would
be happy to meet with you at any time to further explain or elaborate on the points made in this
letter. Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter.

Very truly yours,

Richard M. Freeman
Professional Corporation
for SHEPPARD, MULLIN, RICHTER & HAMPTON LLP
SMRH:4819-6026-9996.1
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cc:
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11D
A century
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se,vice.
June 28, 2016

SUBJECT
DEPARTMENT
PRESENTER

BOARDAGENDA
MEMORANDUM

www.iidcom

Since1911
Action

Major Work Authorization No. 100523
Change Order Nos. 1, 2 and 3
Utility Scale Battery Energy Storage System Project
Energy
Vicken Kasarjian, manager

Background
The 20-MW/33-MWA battery energy storage system project will provide operational
support to the 11Dbalancing area. This project will be part of compliance measures to
address Federal Energy Regulatory Commission reliability concerns and mitigation
efforts, while providing area control error and solar integration support with black start
capability for the El Centro Generating Station. The major work authorization was
approved on April 14, 2015. Coachella Energy Storage Partners has submitted requests
for three change orders.

Change Order No. 1 states that additional costs were incurred by CESP resulting from
11D'srequirement that CESP enter into a project labor agreement. The PLA requirement
was effective after request-for-proposal bids were received. Change Order No. 1 also
states that the substantial completion date of August 15, 2016 is changed to September
30, 2016, an extension of 45 days caused by delays in receiving 11Dsystem impact and
facility studies.
Change Orders Nos. 2 and 3 state that additional costs were incurred by CESP due to
additional work associated with unstable and unsuitable soil conditions discovered after
the geotechnical survey was completed on September 15, 2015. Change Order No. 2
required additional excavation, soil re-compaction, raising the grade height three feet and
treating native soils prior to use as backfill. Change Order No. 3, also due to unstable and
unstable soil conditions, required the addition of a four-foot-deep slurry wall around the
entire perimeter of the BESS pad and a water proof membrane beneath the entire BESS
post-tension pad.
Financial Impact
The MWA approved amount is $38,674,323, which included a 10-percent contingency of
$3,515,848. The cost impact of Change Order No. 1 is $3.4 million and $399,590 for
Change Orders Nos. 2 and 3, for a total of $3,799,590. These change orders will increase
the contract cost from $31,875,000 to $35,674,590, which will necessitate the use of
$3,038,950 from the contingency fund.
Recommendation
Staff recommends that the board authorize the use of $3,038,950 from the contingency
fund to satisfy Change Orders Nos. 1, 2 and 3.
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COACHELLA

V ' ENERGY STORAGE
June 16, 2016

Subject:

11DBattery EnergyStorage
Project
ChangeOrder No. 1
Revision1
Project Labor Agreement (PLA)

Reference: Equipment, Procurement and Construction (EPC)Agreement between Coachella Energy Storage
Partners, LLCand the Imperial Irrigation District dated July 29, 2015

Dear Mr. Jose Perez,
In 2015, the Imperial Irrigation District (ll0) issued a request for proposal (RFP)for a 33MVA /20MWh Battery
Energy Storage System (BESS).Subsequently Coachella Energy Storage Partners, LLC(CESP)was awarded to
engineer, procure, construct, integrate and operate the BESSproject.
On April 15, 2016, CESPsubmitted to 11DChange Order #1 describing, through an example, how labor costs are
calculated. The initial submittal and additional information provided did not address the root issue, that the
project cost increase was due to IIO's post-contract signing requirement that CESPand its subcontractors execute a
Project Labor Agreement (PLA) but rather attempted to show an example of various trades' hourly costs. This
revised document focuses on documenting the policy discussion and the basis under which CESPmoved forward
with complying with the new PLA requirement.
After the RFPwas awarded to CESP,11Dadded a new requirement that was not in the BESSRFPand notified CESPof
the new requirement. 11Dindicated their new Policy direction is to ensure that CESPand its subcontractors enter
into a PLA with the Trade Unions for all aspects of the BESSproject. CESPnotified 110that its proposal did not
anticipate executing a PLA and that negotiating, executing and constructing the BESSproject under a PLAwould
increase costs. IIO's Energy Manager, Mr. earl Stills indicated that 11Dexpected that this new requirement will
increase the project cost and request the amount.
CESPinformed its subcontractors of the new PLA requirement. The additional cost due to the PLAwas given to
CESPby its subcontractors on June 30 2015. On July 7, 2015 CESPcommunicated a "not to exceed cost" of $3.4
million to Mr. Stills where I, along with other CESPteam member were present. After several discussions, 110
agreed that the additional cost is expected not to exceed $3.4 million (about 11% of the project cost).
Furthermore, Mr. Stills stated that this "Not to exceed" cost was acceptable and fell within the contingency amount
allocated to the BESSproject Major Work Authorization. At that time, 110requested that instead of amending the
contract amount, CESPshould request the additional $3.4 million when the actual construction started. CESP
moved forward based on this approval and executed contracts with Its subcontractors based on the premise that all
work must be done using trade unions and all subcontractors must sign a PLA. Subsequently, PLA's were executed
and the project is built using trade unions.
Therefore, CESPhereby submits to 110for its consideration a change order for the amount of $3,400,000 due to the
additional requirements placed on the BESSproject for executing a PLA.

Coachella EnergyStorage
Partners- Confidential
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Pleasereviewand provideyour approvalof this No.1 ChangeOrder via your signaturebelow by June
30, 2016.
If you haveany questionsor require additional information, pleasedo not hesitateto contact me.

Very truly yours,

f.-1ik'< J>,t..Jt,(
Mike Abatti
Coachella EnergyStorage Partners

CoachellaEnergyStorage
Partners-Confidential

110_ Coachell~Qft"'64orage
ChangeOrder(CO) No.1

Project

Reference
Equipment, Procurement and Construction Agreement between Coachella Energy Storage Partners, LLCand 11D
dated July 29, 2015
Description
Additional cost associated with solely utilizing union labor for all work performed during construction, testing
and commissioning of the BESS.This will include all work associated with:

BatteryBuilding,Invertersand BatteryInstallation
• Grading & Trenching
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structural
Concrete
DRYWALL/FIREWALL
Electrical and Plumbing
Fire and HVAC
Roofing and Painting
Battery cell assembly and Installations
Battery Management System
Inverter installations
Unit testing
System Integration and testing

92 kV Substation
•
Medium Voltage (34.5 kV - trench, conduit, and setting of transformer and protection gears)
•
High Voltage (92 kV - trench, conduit, and setting of transformer and protection gears)
• Concrete
• Testing and commissioning

Effect on Schedule
Contract Notice of substantial completion of August 15, 2016 per Appendix D will be changed to September
30 th , 2016. This is Due to 4S days' delays in receiving 11Dsystem Impact Studies and Facility Studies.

Effect on Payment

Schedule

100% of the price adjustment to be invoiced and paid within 15 days of 11Dmanagement approval.
Effect on Contract Guarantees
None.
Effect on Warranty
None.

CoachellaEnergyStorage

Partners-Confidential

no_Coachella~n~Rorage

Project

ChangeOrder{CO)No.1

Impact on LiquidatedDamages
None.

ACCEPTEDBY:

Coachella Energy Storage Partners, LLC

Name: ___________
Date: ___________

_
_

Imperial Irrigation District

By:__________

_

Name: __________

_

Date: ___________

CoachellaEnergy Storage
Partners- Confidential

_
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June 16, 2016

Subject:

11DBattery Energy Storage Project
Change Order Numbers 2 and 3
Revision 1
Fire Line Extension and Additional Hydrants

Reference: Equipment, Procurement and Construction (EPC)Agreement between Coachella Energy Storage
Partners, LLCand the Imperial Irrigation District dated July 29, 2015

Dear Mr. Jose Perez,
In 201S, the Imperial Irrigation District (110)issued a request for proposal (RFP)for a 33MVA 20MWh Battery Energy
Storage System (BESS).Subsequently Coachella Energy Storage Partners, LLC(CESP)was awarded to engineer,
procure, construct, integrate and operate the BESSproject.
On April 15, 2016, CESPsubmitted to 11DChange Orders 2 and 3 describing soil conditions that resulted in design
changes requiring a post-tension slab and associated moisture barrier surrounding the perimeter of the BESS
building foundation. The cost of Change Orders 2 and 3 was $572,460 and $226,720 respectively, totaling
$799,180. CESPdescribed the basis for the Change Orders as encountering unexpected sub-surface conditions that
adversely impacted the work. CESPerroneously referenced Section 10.1 of the contract between CESPand 110
describing such as a Force Majeure event.
Discussions regarding Change Orders 2 and 3 between 11Dand CESPidentified the following:
1. The August 26, 2009 geotechnical investigation performed by Geotechnics Incorporated on behalf of 11Dfor the
El Centro Generating Station Unit #3 evaporating ponds that was included as Appendix C to 11D'sEnergy
Storage RFPidentified the expansive nature of the soil at the power plant.
2. The geotechnical investigation performed by Petra Geosciences dated September 15, 2015 and subsequent
rough grading report dated February 29, 2016 were consistent with Geotechnics' findings in describing the
expansive nature of the soil at the power plant.
3. A fundamental difference between the reports was the potential for liquefaction and dynamic settlement
which the Geotechnics report described as not appearing not to be susceptible but the Petra report
contradicted as a high potential.
CESPrecognizes that the full scope of design changes are not solely due to the differences cited in the geotechnical
reports and that allocating the full cost of design and construction changes as a result is not warranted. However, a
portion is warranted. CESPbelieves that at a fair allocation of cost responsibility is 50%. As such, CESPsubmits this
Revision 1 to Change Orders 2 and 3 for $399,590, which is 50% of the original total cost of Change Order Numbers
2 and 3.
Please review and provide your approval of this revision to Change Order Numbers 2 and 3 via your
signature below by June 30, 2016.
Coachella Energy Storage Partners
1
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If you have any questionsor require additional information, pleasedo not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours,

Mike Abatti

CoachellaEnergyStoragePartners

CoachellaEnergyStoragePartners
2

11D_Coache0a~~"'6~rage

Project

ChangeOrder(CO)No.4
ATTACHMENT
1

Reference
Equipment, Procurement and Construction Agreement between Coachella Energy Storage Partners, LLCand 11D
dated July 29, 2015
Description
Additional work scope associated with BESSsite excavation, site grading and concrete foundation to address
differences in site conditions presented in Petra Geosciences Geotechnical Investigation dated September 15,
2015, revised on December 7, 2015 and Rough Grading Report dated February 29, 2016 and those provided by
Geotechnics Incorporated on behalf of 110for the El Centro Generating Station Unit #3 evaporating ponds that was
induded as Appendix C to IID's Energy Storage RFP.

Effect on Schedule
No schedule impact.

Effect on Contract Price
Total incremental cost applied to Change Orders #2 and #3 is $399,590, which is 50% of the combined cost of
Change Orders #2 and #3 originally submitted.

Task
1

2

Cost

QE!scription
Change Order #2 credit for estimate for originally planned
foundation works
Change Order

$ (300,CXX})

#2 incremental engineering required for post $

tension foundation

desi n

954,940

3

4
5

Change Order#2 incremental designfor anchoring
e · uipment into osMenslon foundation
Change Order #2 cr~dit for configuration changes

. Order12
Change Order #3 credit for estimate originally planned

Subtotal Ch

6

7
8

37,260

en ineerin
Change Order #3 credit for estimate originally planned
construction
Change Order #3 credit for foundation

work originally

lanned

$

30,820

$ (150,SEiO

!

572,460

$ (23,280)
$ (20,900)

$ (86,450)
$ 237,(XX)

9
Change Order #3 construction of 4' deep slurry concrete

10

wall around the BESSfoundation

perimeter and moisture

membranes under the post-tension ~~b

CoachellaEnergy Storage Partners
3

$ 120,350

IID_Coachella~n'6~orage
ChangeOrder(CO)No. 4

Project

Effecton PavmentSchedule
100% of the price adjustment to be invoiced upon approval.

Effecton ContractGuarantees
None.

Effecton Warrantv
None.

Impact on LiquidatedDamages
None.

Assumptionsand Conditions
Except as change to Contract Price, all terms and conditions of the contract remain in full force and effect.

ACCEPTEDBY:

Coachella Energy Storage Partners, LLC

Imperial Irrigation District
By: ___________

Name: ___________
Date: ____________

_

Name: ___________
_

Date: ___________

Coachella Energy Storage Partners
4

_

_
_

Exhibits
1

Operators hiring hall provisions

2

Laborers hiring hall provisions

3

Operators union security clause

4

Laborers union security clause

5

Operators hourly fringe benefit schedule

6

Operators 5000 hour vesting rule

7

200 hour health requirement for Operators
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15
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8. Employees employed by one or more of the Contractors for a period of
eight (8) days continuously or cumulatively, shall be or become members of the Union
after the eight (8) day period, or the effective date of this Agreement whichever is later
and shall remain members of the Union as a condition of continued employment. The
Contractor shall discharge any employee pursuant to this paragraph upon ten (10) days'
written notice from the Union of such employee's non-payment of fees required.
Membership in the Union shall be available upon terms and qualifications not more
burdensome than those applicable at such times to other similarly situated applicants for
membership to the Union.
9. Subject to the foregoing, the individual Contractor is the judge as to the
competency of all his employees and applicants for employment. (The Contractor may
reject any job applicant referred by the Union.) All employees must perform their work to
the satisfaction of the Contractor. All workmen shall be employed in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement. No employee shall be discharged or discriminated against
for activities in behalf of, or representation of the Union not interfering with the proper
performance of his duties. Discharge may be subject to the grievance procedure where
the question of cause is present.
10. In the employment of workmen for all work covered by this Agreement in
the territory above described, the following provisions subject to the conditions of this
Article II shall govern.
a.

Hiring - Union Responsibility:

(1) The Union shall establish and maintain open and
non-discriminatory employment lists for workmen desiring employment on work covered
by this Agreement and such workmen shall be entitled to registration and dispatchment
subject to the provisions of this Article.
(2) The District Dispatching Office will furnish in accordance with
the request of the Contractor each such qualified and competent workman from among
those entered on said list to the Contractor by use of a written referral in the order of
preference outlined in "Definition", Article II, Section E, and the selection of workmen for
referral to jobs shall be on a non-discriminatory basis and shall not be based on or in any
way affected by Union membership, By-Laws, rules, regulations, constitutional provisions
or any other aspect or obligation of Union membership, policies or requirements.
(3) On jobs of ten (10) days duration or less, the Union's
dispatcher shall secure workmen from the local area if available. If no workmen are
available, the dispatcher shall call the nearest Dispatch Office to secure such workmen
who will report as soon as possible to the Employer.
(4) The Union will maintain District Dispatching Offices in the
following cities to provide service to Contractors:
12
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DISTRICT OFFICE
Pasadena .........
Ventura ...........

.
.

Bakersfield .........

.

TERRITORY COVERED
Los Angeles County, except Long Beach Area
Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo
Counties
Kern, Inyo and Mono Counties

San Diego .........

.

San Diego County

Redlands .........

.

Anaheim
Las Vegas, Nevada ...

San Bernardino, Riverside and Imperial
Counties
Orange County and Long Beach Area of
Los Angeles County
Clark, Lincoln, Nye and Esmeralda Counties

(5) The Union shall not dispatch workers or permit employees to
work for a person, firm, limited liability company, partnership, joint venture or other legal
entity who, as a "broker" or subcontractor, furnishes workers to perform work covered by
Article I, Section B, 6 (e) of this Agreement, or who arranges for workers to be placed
upon the payroll of a Contractor. A "broker" is a person, firm, limited liability company,
partnership, joint venture or other legal entity, including a Contractor or Subcontractor,
who hires or arranges for the hire of jobsite employees but does not supervise or control
their work or maintain the equipment they use.
b.

Hiring - Contractor Responsibilities:

(1) The Contractor shall first call a District Dispatching Office (as
referred to above) for such workmen as he may from time to time need, and the office
shall furnish to the Contractor the required number of qualified and competent workmen
of the classification needed and requested by the Contractor, strictly in accordance with
the provisions of this Article.
(2) It shall be the responsibility of the Contractor when ordering
workmen to give the Union all of the pertinent information regarding the workmen's
employment.
(3) Reasonable advance notice (but not later than twenty (20)
hours prior to the required reporting time) shall be given by the Contractor to the
Dispatching Office upon ordering such workmen, and in the event that forty-eight (48)
hours after such notice the Dispatching Office does not furnish such workmen, the
Contractor may procure workmen from any other source or sources. If workmen are so
employed, the Contractor will immediately report to the Dispatching Office each such
workman by name.
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SECTION 12
INJURY

A.
Employees who are unable, as a result of an industrial injury not caused by their
violation of state law, CAL-OSHA standards or violation of the Employer's posted safety
procedures to complete a day's work, shall be paid for actual time worked.

B.
An industrial injury shall not be cause for discharge and an applicant for
employment shall not be rejected because of prior industrial injury, provided the
employee can perform his work competently and safely.
SECTION 13
DISCHARGE

A.
No employee shall be discharged or discriminated against for activities in behalf
of or in representation of the Union not interfering with the proper performance of his
duties.
B.
No employee covered hereby may be discharged or discriminated against by an
Employer for refusing to cross or work behind a lawful picket line or for engaging in any
other conduct protected by Section 7 of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947,
as amended. Except as otherwise provided for in this Agreement, work performed under
this Agreement will be performed by employees covered under this Agreement.

/
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C.
The Union recognizes the Employer's right to establish a drug testing policy for
its employees. Any employee may be terminated for (1) refusing to submit to drug
screening, (2) drinking on the job, (3) drunkenness, (4) for dishonesty or for any lawful
reason which affects the employee's qualification to perform work on the jobsite.
D.

Any discharge may be subject to the grievance procedure.
SECTION 14
HIRING

A.
In the employment of workmen for all work covered by this Agreement, the
following provisions shall govern:
1.
local Union 89 shall establish and maintain an employment facility at
which it shall establish and maintain an open and non-discriminatory employment list for
the use of applicants for employment in the geographical area serviced by that
employment facility.
2.
Applicants shall be registered on the employment list in the order of time
and date of registration. There shall be five (5) groupings in the out-of-work list as
hereinafter more particularly described.

2016-2019
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3.
Each applicant for employment shall be required to furnish such data,
records, names of employers, length of employment or other information as may be
considered necessary to the operation of said employment lists and each applicant shall
complete prior to registration such forms for recording such information as may be
submitted to him. Applicants shall list any special skills, special licenses and
certifications which they may possess.

4.
The Employer shall first call the Local 89 employment facility and that
employment facility shall immediately dispatch to the Employer the number of qualified
and competent applicants of the classifications needed and requested by the Employer.
The Employer may require as a condition of dispatch that the applicant possess
certifications that are available through the Laborers Training and Retraining Trust and
related to the work to be performed for the Employer. The employment facility shall
dispatch workmen strictly in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.
5.
It shall be the responsibility of the Employer, when ordering men, to give
the employment facility all of the pertinent information regarding the prospective
employment.

J

6.
(a) The employment facility will furnish in accordance with the request of
the Employer each such qualified and competent applicant from among those registered
on said employment list to the Employer by use of a written dispatch slip stating
information pertinent to the prospective employment, in the order of preference stated
below. The selection of applicants for dispatch to jobs shall be on a non-discriminatory
basis and shall not be based on, or in any way affected by, Union membership, by-laws,
rules, regulations, constitutional provisions, or any other aspect or obligation of Union
membership, policies or requirements. The order of preference in the dispatch of
applicants who are available for employment is as follows:

I

✓

y

Group A: Applicants whom an Employer requests by name who have been laid off
or terminated from employment of the type covered by this Agreement in the area
served by the employment facility within five (5) years before a request from the same
Employer or a joint venture of which one (1) or more members is a former employer,
who laid off or terminated them provided they are available for employment. This
provision shall also apply to individual employers wishing to rehire employees of a joint
venture of which the individual employer was a member.
Group B: In addition to requests permitted in Group A, above, the Employer may
request for employment (a) any person who has graduated from Apprentice to
Journeyman status within the last 12 months prior to the request; and (b) any person to
- work in Wage Classification Groups II, 111,IV, and V, any person registered on the outof-work list out of order for any reason; provided, however, that the person who has
worked at least three hundred (300) hours under this Agreement in the previous six (6)
months in the area served by the Local Union employment facility, or has been available
for work on the out of work list at least 300 hours (calculated at 8 hours per day) at the
Local Union employment facility, or a combination of both totaling at least 300 hours.
2016-2019
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Under this section, working in the area served by the Local Union employment facility
shall include a person dispatched to an Employer in that area and then transferred by
the Employer to another area pursuant to the transfer provisions contained in this
Agreement. At no time shall any job contain more than fifty percent (50%) of persons
requested under this section. The Local Union, may at its option, permit a percentage
of individual requests greater than fifty (50%) percent on any job.

/

Group C: Applicants whose names are entered on the employment list of the
registration facility and who are available for employment and who have been employed
in the type of work covered by this Agreement within the geographical jurisdiction of San
Diego County for at least one hundred (100) hours within the preceding year. Workmen
in Group C shall be referred on a first-in, first-out basis; that is, the first man registered
in that group shall be the first man referred.
Group D: All other applicants whose names are entered on the employment list of
the registration facility and who are available for employment. Workmen in Group D
shall be referred on a first-in, first-out basis; that is, the first man registered in that group
shall be the first man referred.
Apprentices: The Local Union, through the Joint Apprentice Committee, shall dispatch
Apprentices from a separate list on a first-in, first-out basis; that is, the first person
registered in that group shall be the first person referred; provided, however, an
Employer may request an Apprentice by name and such Apprentice shall be dispatched
regardless of the Apprentice's placement on the list.

(b)
The Union shall dispatch only apprentice laborers who possess
documents demonstrating their eligibility to work lawfully for Employers. The Union, to
the full extent permitted by law, shall commence a program of verifying through the
Social Security Administration the social security numbers used by apprentice laborers
being dispatched with the goal that only apprentice laborers eligible under the law to
work for Employers are dispatched to Employers under this Agreement. In agreeing to
adopt the procedures and assume the duties of this paragraph, the Employers and the
Union agree that the Union shall not be liable in damages to an individual Employer for
any failure to dispatch an apprentice laborer who is not eligible under the law to work for
the individual Employer. All objections which may arise to the failure, if any, of the
Union to comply with the obligations assumed under this paragraph shall be resolved
under the grievance procedure.
(c) Subject to the foregoing, the Employer shall have complete freedom
of selectivity in hiring and the Employer retains the right to reject, for any reason, any
job applicant referred by the employment facility. The Employer may discharge any
employee for any cause which he may deem sufficient, provided there shall be no
discrimination on the part of the Employer against any applicant or employee, nor shall
any such employee be discharged by reason of any Union activity not interfering with
the proper performance of his work.

2016-2019
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{d} Notwithstanding the provisions of this Article, a worker shall be given
preference in the order of dispatch under any of the following circumstances:

j

(1) An Employer becomes newly bound to this Agreement and
requests the dispatch of its existing employees at the time the Employer becomes
bound.
(2) An Employer agrees to sponsor an employee as a Journeyman
Laborer who has not worked under any Laborers Union Agreement; provided the
Contactor agrees in writing that he intends to employ the worker on a full time basis.
The Employer shall send a letter to the Local Union to document its request.
(3) A worker is "stripped" from a non-union employer and is
dispatched to an Employer.
(4) A worker is a certified job steward and is dispatched to the job to
act in such capacity.

At no time shall any job contain more than fifty percent (50%) of persons requested
under subsection 2, 3 and 4 above.
(e) For Employer requests by name pursuant to the provision of Section
14, Paragraph 6(a), Group A and Band Apprentices, above, the Employer shall
document the request in writing, dated, signed by an appropriate management
representative, specifying whether the person is a rehire and name of the job for which
the referral is requested.

(f}

Available for employment shall mean persons eligible for referral and
present at the hiring hall or present at their residence telephone (if the Local Union
permits dispatching by telephone) during the Local Union's posted dispatch hours, and
all person eligible for referral and present at the hiring hall after posted dispatch hours,
unless excused for the following reasons:

(1) When death occurs in the immediate family, from the date of
death and not exceeding one (1) week after the date of burial; provided, however, that
the applicant produces bona fide proof of such death.
(2) Persons on jury duty provided they produce bona fide proof they
are serving on jury duty.
(3) Persons temporarily serving the U.S. Military Reserve, provided
they produce bona fide proof of such service.
(4) Required attendance at a Workers' Compensation hearing or
other administrative or court hearing provided they produce bon_afide proof of their
required attendance at such hearing.
2016-2019
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materials, supplies or equipment which use will tend to cause any discord or disturbance
on the project.
d.
For hazardous waste removal or remediation, those new methods
of operation, systems, procedures, equipment, technology, or other changes are
developed, introduced or utilized by a Contractor or Subcontractor which replace, modify
or add to the work covered by this Agreement, this Agreement shall apply to such new
methods and only employees covered by this Agreement shall perform such work.
ARTICLE II
Union Recognition

A.
The Contractors hereby recognize the Union as the sole and exclusive
collective bargaining representative of all employees and persons employed to perform
work covered by this Agreement by the Contractors over whom the Union has jurisdiction,
including such jurisdiction as defined by the Building and Construction Trades
Department of the AFL-CIO (including, but not limited to electric transmission lines,
conduit projects, sub-stations and power plants).
All work performed under this Agreement shall be done by employees of the
Contractor or Subcontractor doing work covered by this Agreement. When the Contractor
leases equipment it must be operated repaired and maintained by employees of the
Contractor or of a Subcontractor as defined above.
B.
The Union hereby recognizes the Associated General Contractors of
America, San Diego Chapter, Inc., as the sole and exclusive bargaining representative for
their respective members who are or who become signatory to this Agreement and
agrees that during the term of this Agreement it will not negotiate or enter into agreement
with such members of the Association relative to part or all of the subject matter covered
by this Agreement.
C.
This Agreement shall be binding upon each and every signatory member of
the Associated General Contractors of America, San Diego Chapter, Inc. with the same
force and effect as if this Agreement were entered into by each signatory member
individually. All signatory members of the Associated General Contractors of America,
San Diego Chapter, Inc. shall remain jointly and severally liable under this Agreement for
the term of the Agreement irrespective of whether any signatory member shall resign or
be suspended from the Association prior to the expiration date of this Agreement and
such liability shall survive the termination or suspension of membership and remain in
force during the term of this Agreement provided, however, that as to such former or
suspended members, the provisions of Article Ill and Article V shall not apply from the
time when such signatory member resigns or is suspended from the Association. Such
former or suspended signatory members shall automatically be bound by all of the terms
of the Union's Short Form Agreement for the Construction Industry except that he may
terminate the Short Form Agreement by giving the Union at least sixty (60) days' written
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notice, provided to the Union and shall be effective only upon receipt at the Union's main
office, C'ertified Mail Return Receipt Requested, addressed to the attention of the
Business Manager at 150 E. Corson Street, Pasadena, California 91103 prior to June 30,
2019, (or June 30th of any subsequent year if the Union fails to give notice in 2019) of his
intent not to be bound by any new or renewed agreement. Thereafter the termination
clause of the Short Form Agreement shall apply. The Association will advise the Union of
any such communication and send to the attention of the Business Manager at 150 E.
Corson Street, Pasadena, California 91103 or notice of any new or resigned or
suspended signatory members within thirty (30) days after admission to membership or
change in membership status.
D. Employees of an individual Contractor who are transferred into the
jurisdiction of Local Union No. 12 under the provisions of the pre-job conference outlined
in this Article, shall be allowed to remain on the job or project, in the classification only for
which they were dispatched for its duration, but these employees shall not acquire Group
"A" Status.
E.

Definitions:

1.

Group "A" Status:

a.
Workmen who as employees have performed work covered by
this Agreement and who have registered and have been available for work as employees
at least two and one-half (2½) years cumulatively within the five (5) years immediately
preceding registration at the Dispatch Office in the territorial jurisdiction of the Union and
who are available for employment shall attain Group "A" Status and may be requested by
name and confirmed in writing by the Contractor no later than forty-eight (48) hours after
the workmen report for work. There shall be no job soliciting.
b.
Workmen shall have "A" Status for any period of incapacity or
military service or for any period during which they are transferred by a Contractor to a job
or project outside the geographic area of this Agreement and are there employed by such
Contractor or by a joint venture with which said Contractor is associated. "A" Status to be
extended to Owner-Operators who previously had "A" Status.
c.
Workmen who have completed the Apprenticeship Training
Program established under this Agreement shall obtain "A" Status. Any apprentice
having been cancelled for just cause after written and specific notice and full and fair
hearing by the Apprenticeship Committee or who has dropped out of the program of his
own accord, shall not be permitted to register for employment with the Local Union for a
period of two (2) years after cancellation or until such time as he would have graduated
from the program, whichever time period is shorter.
d.
Workmen employed by an Employer at the time of his Employer
signing this collective bargaining agreement shall obtain "A" Status after two and one-half
9

(2½) years in conformity with Subparagraph "a". Workmen in this category, however,
may be called by name by such former Employer. Any workman requested by name
shall not replace another employee.
2. Group "B" Status: Workmen who have lost their preference as Group
"A" workmen or who have performed work of the type covered by this Agreement under a
collective bargaining agreement with the Union and who are registered on the out-of-work
list and are available for employment.
3. Group "C" Status: Workmen whose names are entered on the
out-of-work list and who are available for employment but fail to qualify for Group "A" or
Group "B" Status. Workmen dispatched on two occasions and who fail to qualify for the
work to which they were dispatched shall not be dispatched until requested by a former
Employer.
4. Preferred "A" Status shall be permitted with respect to the following
classifications, but request by name will not be permitted unless previously employed by
the Contractor.
Air Compressor, Pump or Generator Operator . . . . . . . . Group I
Generator, Pump or Compressor Operator . . . . . . . . . . . Group I
Generator, Pump or Compressor Plant Operator . . . . . . Group I
a.
With respect to the above classifications, those registered in the
Preferred "A" Status prevail.
b.
Compressors. When the number of Compressors (excluding
compressor house or plant) of the 150 C.F.M. type, gasoline or diesel driven exceed nine
(9) on the job or project, an Operating Engineer from the Preferred Classification shall be
employed. When the number of units exceed sixteen (16), another Operating Engineer
from the Preferred Classification shall be employed.
c.
On any single unit, gasoline or diesel driven, capable of producing
900 C.F.M. on a job or project, an Operating Engineer from the Preferred Classification
shall be employed. It is further understood that a Preferred Operator shall be employed
on major drilling and blasting operations to operate the Compressor and assist in the
drilling and blasting operations.
d.
When the number of welding machines and/or generators (small
portable units) gasoline or diesel driven, exceeds nine (9) on a job or project, an
Operating Engineer from the Preferred Classification shall be employed. When the
number of units exceed sixteen (16), another Operating Engineer from the Preferred
Classification shall be employed.
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e.
When an Employer uses generators on his job which total 300
K.W., an Operating Engineer from the Preferred Classification shall be employed,
excluding asphalt, CTB, concrete and rock plant operations.
f.
This Article shall include the machines of the prime Contractor
and/or Subcontractor in operation on any job or project.
g.
When the number of compressors, welding machines and/or
generators in combination, described in Paragraphs E-4-b and E-4-d, exceed twelve (12)
on a job or project, an Operating Engineer from the Preferred Classification shall be
employed. When the number of units in combination exceed twenty-four (24), another
Operating Engineer from the Preferred Classification shall be employed.
5. The Employer shall call the Union Dispatch Office for all workmen used
in the above classifications and shall not use workmen who were dispatched to perform
work in other classifications except in cases of emergency or on jobs where a single unit
of small pumps, compressors or generators are used. The Employer may utilize the
services of another employee covered by this Agreement to service such single small
unit. Workmen registered on the Preferred List shall be dispatched until this list is
exhausted.
6. Workmen registering in this Preferred "A" Status shall:
a.
Be ineligible to register and shall not register for work in any
classification other than those specified in this Paragraph.
b.
Be fifty-five (55) or more years of age and have had at least ten
(10) years employment or availability for employment, in any one or more classification
contained in this Agreement of the type or kind of craft work covered by this Agreement in
the geographic area defined in this Agreement, provided, however, that a person who
does not meet such requirements but who has a physical handicap preventing his
employment in any classification except one specified in this Paragraph and who has "A"
Status, or acquired such handicap as a result of an industrial accident while employed as
an Operating Engineer, shall be permitted to so register.
7. All Officers and Business Representatives of the Union who have had
experience in any one or more of the classifications of work contained in this Agreement
and all employees above the rank of craft foreman employed by the individual Contractor
in the area covered by this Agreement who have previously had work experience in one
or more of the classifications contained in the Agreement shall be deemed to be
employed at the trade and it is the intent of this section to provide that upon return to the
employment of an individual Contractor as an employee at the trade, he shall do so with
the same preference as if he had continually worked for individual Contractors.
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EXHIBIT 4

AGCMASTERLABORAGREEMENT
FORBUILDINGCONSTRUCTION
between

ASSOCIATED
GENERALCONTRACTORS
OFAMERICA
SANDIEGOCHAPTER,INC.

and

THESOUTHERN
CALIFORNIADISTRICT
COUNCILOF
LABORERSFORSANDIEGOCOUNTY
✓

EFFECTIVE
JULY1, 2016THROUGH
JUNE30,2019

wages and fringe benefits established by this Master Labor Agreement can best be
maintained by insuring uniform conditions and benefits for all the workers it represents
in its work and territorial jurisdiction. To this end, the parties have agreed that in the
event the Union shall negotiate different terms and conditions of employment for
employees performing jobsite construction industry work in classifications similar to
those set forth in this Agreement in the territorial jurisdiction of the Union, the
Association will be notified and such terms and conditions shall be made available to
the Employers. No Employer signatory to this Master Labor Agreement shall be
required to provide terms or conditions of employment under this Master Labor
Agreement any more favorable than such terms and conditions contained in any
agreement concerning jobsite construction work in San Diego County, with the sole
exception being conditions under a project agreement negotiated pursuant to
subparagraph 2 below.
1.
Any terms and conditions granted by the Union to any Employer, whether
or not such Employer is a signatory member of the Association may be adopted for that
specific work covered by this agreement, by Employers signatory to this Master Labor
Agreement, provided the Employer abides by all of the terms and conditions. The terms
and conditions adopted by signatories to this Agreement may be implemented by such
Employers on any or all projects for the duration of that Agreement. Prior to granting
any Employer such more favorable terms and conditions, the Union shall give the
Association written notice of its intention to grant the more favorable terms and
conditions.
2.
It is understood and agreed by the parties hereto that when situations
arise that require separate single project agreements covering work to be performed on
specific identified construction projects in the geographic area covered by this
Agreement, to protect the interests of the Employers and promote jobs for Union
members, such single project agreements will be negotiated in advance and the terms
and conditions of these project agreements will be made available to all signatories
hereto to protect the competitive bidding process on that specific geographic jobsite
location. Any rates or conditions negotiated in these special single project agreements
will not give any Employer signatory hereto the right to claim such rates and conditions
for work performed on geographic jobsite locations other than that specifically defined in
the special project agreement(s). Single project agreements that do not change the
terms and conditions contained herein, may be negotiated by the parties at any time
during the life of this agreement.

SECTION 8
UNION SECURITY
A.
Employees employed by the Employer under this Agreement for a period of eight
(8) days continuously and/or cumulatively shall on the eighth (8th) day be obligated to
tender the regular initiation fees and pay periodic dues to the Union and remain a
member of the union as a condition of employment.

2016-2019
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B.
The Employer shall not be required to discharge any employee pursuant to this
section until written notice from the Union of such employee's noncompliance, stating all
pertinent facts showing such non-compliance, shall have been served upon Employer.
The Union shall be the sole judge of the members standing within the Union.
SECTION 9
UNION REPRESENTATIVES

After presentation of proper identification, the Employer shall afford bona fide
representatives of the Union and a representative of the San Diego County Building
Construction Trades Council, prompt and free access to the jobsite during construction
for the purpose of conducting legitimate union business. If the Employer or his
representative is present on the job, the Union representative shall apprise the
Employer or his representative of his presence and the Employer will assist, where
possible, the business agents access to the project. Such Union representatives shall
provide their own security credentials, if required. If the security credentials are
inadequate in any respect, access shall be denied. A Union representative must comply
with all safety and health regulations and established practices of the Employer. In no
event shall the representatives of the Union interfere with the progress of the work.
SECTION 10
STEWARD (S)
A.
The Union shall make the steward known to the Employer in writing. The steward
shall be competent journeyman. The Union agrees that the duties of the steward shall
be performed expeditiously. The Employe·r agrees to allow the steward a reasonable
amount of time for the performance of such duties. In no event shall the Employer
discharge or lay off a steward before the completion of a job because of any actions
taken by the steward in the proper performance of his Union duties necessary to the
enforcement of this Agreement.

B.

The steward shall not:
1.

Stop the Employer's work for any reason;

2.

Tell any worker or any employee covered by this Agreement that he
cannot work on the job;

3.

Initiate or threaten any physical altercation with any person on the jobsite;

4.

Appear on or near the jobsite under the influence of any intoxicant or drug;
or

5.

Be dishonest or absent without authorization.

C.
Infraction of any of the rules in subparagraph of B, shall be cause for immediate
dismissal of the steward without any prior notice.
2016-2019
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EXHIBIT 5

APPENDIX F
CONTRIBUTIONS PAYABLE TO TRUST FUNDS

EFFECTIVE DA TES

7-06-15

7-01-16

. $11.20

$11.45

9.65

9.65

3.00

3.45

0.80

0.95

Engineers Contract Compliance
Committee Fund - (ECCC)
(Article XVI) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

0.15

0.15

Construction Advancement Fund
(Article XIX)...........................

0.14

0.14

Health & Welfare Plan
(Article VII I) .............
Pension Trust
(Article IX) . ...............

.

.

Vacation-Holiday Fund ($2.15) &
Supplemental Dues ($1.30)
(Article X & Article XIV) ........
Joint Apprenticeship & Journeyman
Retraining Fund
(Article XI) . .....................

.

.

So. Calif. Partnership for Jobs Fund
(Article XX) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7-01-17

7-01-18

0.10

The Apprenticeship Standards will be modified as follows and shall apply to all
Step I Apprentices indentured after June 16, 1992. No Pension contributions will be
acquired for the first 2,000 hours. After completion of 2,000 hours, fringe benefit
payments will include Pension Fund.
The above contributions will be made on the basis of straight-time or overtime
worked or paid each employee under the terms of this Appendix. The Contractor shall
pay fringe benefit contributions to the Operating Engineers Trust at the specified hourly
wage rates on all hours of employment (worked or paid) of each employee who performs
any work whatsoever of the nature covered by this Agreement.
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The Contractors signatory to this Agreement shall recognize that the Retirees of
the Operating Engineers Union are in need of a periodic increase in their benefits to keep
abreast of economic factors such as inflation and normal cost of living increases.
Therefore, we are proposing the hourly pension contribution reflect a One Dollar
($1. 00) per hour increase over the term of the Agreement to be allocated as follows:
Effective July 1, 2007, fifty cents (50¢) per hour
Effective July 1, 2008, twenty-five cents (25¢) per hour
Effective July 1, 2009, twenty-five cents (25¢) per hour
This One Dollar ($1.00) per hour increase is over and above the existing
contribution rate of Four Dollars and five cents ($4.05) per hour.
The increased amount shall be utilized as set forth hereafter to increase benefits
and improve the funding condition to the Pension Plan. Within sixty (60) days' of
adoption of this Agreement the Board of Trustees shall adopt a Plan Amendment which:
(1) Effective July 1. 2007, increases pension benefits, in accord with past practice, for
Active Plan Participants by Three Doilars ($3.00) per pension credit. (2) Effective July 1.
2007, provides that pensioners on the rolls as of June 30, 2007, and on the rolls as of
December 1, 2007, shall receive a thirteenth ( 13:h) check in December 2007 and further
provides an identical benefit increase for pensioners on the rolls as of June 30, 2008,
June 30, 2009, June 30, 2010, June 30, 2011 and June 30, 2012, if they are on the rolls
as of December 1, of the same calendar year.
It is further agreed that in the event there is insufficient margin existing in the
Pension Fund to increase the benefits as noted herein, the Union shall have the option of
allocating a portion of their negotiated increase to pay for the increase, or foregoing the
increase, however, the margin that may be created during the life of this Agreement shall
first be used before any further allocations are made.
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EXHIBIT 6

the ,alue or vnur Pension Credits to he
frtl1c11at thc '4lluc in cffcct undcr the Plan at
thc time orthc Brcak instcad of thc valuc in
cfkct at rctircmcnt. Scc pagc IO fix thc
Break in Employment rules.

\'estinu. means that the Pcnsi()n Credits rnu
ha\ c elm1cd eannut be forfeited tir lost imd
you \\ ill he eligihk t'nr a pcn:-;i,H1\\ hen y\iu
mect the age and other requirements.
llowc,er.
\Csting
docs not r1rc,ent
Breaks in Employment which may cause

Ju eac/z case, you must meet tire
The !'ollt1\\ing outlines the requirements for , csting.
requirement before you !rare a Per111a11ellf
Bri:ak.in E111ploy111e111.
Period
On or before Junc 30. 1976
On or bcfi.1rcJune 30. 197S

Required Credits or Senice
I At least Current Pension Credits nr 3,000 hours of
(\1, ercd Sen ice
...
:\l li.:asl
Current Pcnsi()n Credits or 3.000 lwurs of
('tl\ crcd Sen ice. Cnntiguous 1'\on-Cm ercd Service or a
combination of both
...
_)
_)

-OR-

On ,1r before June 30. 1980

At kast 2.7 Current Pension Credits or 2,700 hours of
Co\ creel Sen ice. Contiguous Non-CO\crcd Service or a
cnmhination or hoth if you later bring the total Of )\lUr
Current Pension Credits to 3 or your hours to 3.000
At least 6 Current Pension Credits or 6,000 ht1urs of
Co\ crcd Service. Contiguous Non-Con:rcd Service or a
combination of both
-OR-

On and after July L l9R0
For anytinc \\ith nnc lil1ur or
Sen ice after June 30. 1999
On and after July L 1976

At least 5 Current Pension Credits nr 5.()()() hours of
('()\ crcd Sen ice. Contiguous :\on-C\n crcd Scf\·ice or a
l',)lllbination of bnth if you later bring the total of your
Current Pension Credits to 6 or your hours to 6.000
At least 10 Current Pension Credits or I O.!JOOhours of
Cl1\ered Service. Contiguous ;--.;
on-Covered Sen ice or a
..:omhination of both
At least 5 Years of Sen ice. :\ Ycar of Service IS a Plan
Year in \\hich the Participant has l .00() or more Hours of
Service
Normal Retirement Age (sec page 5)

E\ccption: If you arc not part of the Local
12 bargaining
unit (a Non-Bar!.!.aincd
Fmplny~e) and- you h:l\ e at least on'"c!lour
of Service after June 30, l 989. you will he

, cstcd when you ha\ c completed 5 Ycars of
Sen ice (a Year of Sen ice is a Plan Year in
which you ha\C l .000 Hours of Service).
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Operating Engineers Health & Welfare Fund

INTRODUCTION
We are pleased to provide you with this Summary Plan Description booklet that
describes the comprehensive program of Health and Welfare Fund benefits
available to you and your eligible dependents as of June 1, 2017.
We encourage you to review this booklet carefully so that you are aware of all of the
benefits to which you are entitled as well as some important restrictions and
responsibilities. Our goal is to present and explain your benefits in language that is
easy to understand. However, sometimes we must use terms that are not used in
everyday conversation for legal reasons.
Terms and phrases that fall into this
category are either explained in the context of their sections or are listed
alphabetically in the Glossary at the end of this booklet.
This booklet provides a summary of the Fund rules as in effect
the facts and circumstances of a particular situation must be
before June 1, 2017, the provisions of the Fund in effect at the
applied. Those provisions may be different from the current
this booklet.

as of June 1, 2017. If
considered for a time
relevant date must be
rules as explained in

This booklet is only a summary of the Health and Welfare Fund rules. The complete
rules of the Plan are contained in the Rules and Regulations Providing Health Care
Benefits for Active Employees and the Rules and Regulations Providing Health Care
Benefits for Retired Employees which are available upon request from the Fund
Office. If there is any conflict between the information in this booklet and the Plan
rules, the Plan rules will govern.
For your protection, only the Board of Trustees is authorized to interpret the rules of
the Fund.
Information you receive from the Union or employers or their
representative should be regarded as unofficial.
Official information about your
rights under the Fund must be communicated to you, in writing, signed on behalf of
the Board of Trustees. The Board has authorized the Fund Office to communicate
with participants on its behalf. Please remember to keep the Fund Office informed
of any change in your mailing address.
This will ensure that you receive all
communications.
The Health and Welfare Fund has been providing benefits for over 60 years. We are
proud of the success of the Fund and believe it will continue to provide significant
benefits to participants and their families for many years to come.
Sincerely,
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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ELIGIBILITY

Active Eligibility is based on your work for employers who have an agreement with Local 12 requiring
contributions to the Health and Welfare Fund.

For most Participants, eligibility is on a quarterly basis. If you have 200 or more hours reported on your
behalf during a qualifying Work Quarter, you are eligible for the following Eligibility Quarter. There is a
one-month lag period between Qualifying Work Quarters and Eligibility Quarters. The Qualifying
Work Quarters and Eligibility Quarters are:
·•··········

Qualifying Work Quarter

I

Lag Month

If you work 200 or more hours during:

Eligibility Quarter

You will be eligible for coverage during:
----·---·

January, February, March
---- ""·~····-----

April
----

April, May, June

i'.

May, June, July

i

i
...

·----

July

!

August, September, October

·-··----

'

July, August, Septembe,

October, November, December

October

:

November, December, January

I

January

February, March, April

!

:

-

Eligibility can only be earned by hours reported in the appropriate quarter. No shifting of hours from
one quarter to another is permitted.

For some Participants, eligibility is on a monthly basis. For each month you work (Work Month) for an
employer who has a special agreement calling for monthly eligibility, you earn one Eligibility Month. As
with quarterly eligibility, the Work Month and Eligibility Month are separated by a one-month lag.

Examples of the Work and Eligibility Months for the first three work months of the year are:

Work Month
!

I

·--r---

Lag_M_o_n-th-····-·-··-··--···.

If you work during:

. .

January

-E-lig_i_b_ir-1ty_M_o_n_t_h
____
_

You will be eligible for coverage during:
February

!

March
....

li

..

.

February

March

April

March

April

May

For participants on monthly eligibility under the terms of a Principal Employee Program Participation
Agreement (PEPPA),there are a few different rules from all others on monthly eligibility:
1. The eligibility for the participant and any eligible dependents will be terminated at the end of the
month for which the full flat rate employer contribution and report form was not timely
received.
2. Such terminated eligibility will not be reinstated until after (a) all delinquent payments and
reports are properly filed, and (b) proper reports and payments are timely submitted for three
consecutive months thereafter.
3. The Reserve Hours Account will not be available to participants whose eligibility has been
terminated for delinquent employer contribution reports and payments.

The Reserve Hours Account provides extended eligibility if you do not have enough hours to earn
eligibility. Hours in the Reserve Hours Account can be used to provide up to six months of eligibility
depending on the number of hours in the Participant's Reserve Hours Account and the number of hours
needed for eligibility.
For Participants with quarterly eligibility, all hours reported over 400 in a Work Quarter go into the
Reserve Hours Account, up to a maximum of 500 hours. Should a Participant work less than 200 hours
in a qualifying work quarter, hours will be withdrawn from the Participant's Reserve Hours Account as
necessary to bring the Participant's hours up to 200.
For Participants with monthly eligibility, each month of reporting provides 15 hours into the Reserve
Hours Account, up to a maximum of 500 hours. For each month of extended eligibility needed, 83 hours
are withdrawn from the reserve. Please see page 4 for restrictions for those covered under a Principal
Employee Program Participation Agreement (PEPPA).
Unused hours will remain in your Reserve Hours Account for four consecutive Eligibility Quarters for
Participants with quarterly eligibility or for 12 consecutive calendar months for Participants with
monthly eligibility. If no hours are reported during this period, the Reserve Hours Account is forfeited.
However, any forfeited hours may be reinstated if the Board ofTrustees receives satisfactory proof that
the Active Employee was continuously on the Out-of-Work List of Local 12 in each Work Quarter (or
work month for those on monthly eligibility) during which no contributions were reported on his behalf.

Collusion with an Employer. The Reserve Hours Account will be forfeited for any Employee who is in
collusion with an employer to deliberately under-report the hours actually worked, or required to be
reported to the Fund, or who works in a covered classification for an employer that does not contribute
to the Fund. Upon discovery of either of these incidents, the Reserve Hours Account will be suspended,
and the Employee will have 60 days to file a request for reconsideration.

Every Active Employee receives an eligibility card from the plan they are enrolled in. They will receive an
eligibility card upon initial enrollment in the Plan and upon any change that pertains to their enrollment
(benefit plan change, address change, new dependent, etc.).

s
1 Your Active Eligibility will terminate on the last day of an Eligibility Quarter if you
have fewer than 200 hours reported during the most recent Work Quarter plus the hours in your Reserve
Hours Account combined.

,
; . t•;. If you are eligible on a monthly basis, your Active Eligibility will terminate on the last
day of the second month after the month in which you were last reported. If you have sufficient hours in
your Reserve Hours Account, your eligibility will continue until the reserve is exhausted. For example, a
Participant whose last month of work is July (which would establish eligibility for September) will have
his Active Eligibility terminated on September 30th unless sufficient hours are available in his Reserve
Hours Account. Please see page 4 for restrictions for those covered under a Principal Employee Program
Participation Agreement (PEPPA).

If an Active Member on hourly eligibility falls short of continuing eligibility for a given Eligibility Quarter by 50 or fewer
hours, that member will have the option to buy-up the shortfall in hours at the same hourly contribution rate his or her
employer would have paid ($11.45 in California and $11.55 in Nevada*). For example, if a member only worked 180
hours in a Qualifying Work Quarter in California, he or she would have the option to pay $229.00 (20 X $11.45*) to the
F-undand continue their eligibility tor the next quarter.
The Fund Office will automatically offer this option to every member, each quarter who falls short of continuing their
eligibility by 50 or fewer hours.
*Based on the current employer contribution rates as of February, 2018.
Whether you have quarterly or monthly eligibility, your Active Eligibility will terminate on the day you
enter full-time military service unless such service was in response to a call to active duty in the ReserveArmed Foret=
the United States. See Extended Eligibility for Military Service in the next section.
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July 1, 2012

Summary Plan Description
July 1, 2012

Active Employees
and their eligible Spouses and Dependents
Retired Employees
Not eligible for Medicare and their eligible Spouses
and Dependents not eligible for Medicare
Surviving Spouses
and their eligible Dependents
Not eligible for Medicare

Si usted tiene alguna pregunta tocante a este asunto, una persona bilingue esta disponible para
ayudarle dentro de las horas de 7:00 a.m. a 6:00 p.m., Lunes a Viernes hora Pacifico
Para asistencia bilingue debe llamar al 626-279-3000.
Las horas de oficio son de 8:00 a.m. a 5:00 p.m. y
las horas de servicio al cliente son de
7:00 a.m. a 6:00 p.m., de lunes a viernes
La Oficina de Fideicomiso esta situada en
4399 Santa Anita Avenue, Suite 200
El Monte, CA 91731

There is a one-month lag period between the Employer contribution period and the initial three month
eligibility period. The one-month lag is necessary because your Employers pay the contributions to
the Fund in the month after you work.
Eligible Dependents of Active Employees
Dependent Coverage
If you have eligible Dependents at the time your coverage starts, the coverage of your eligible
Dependents will begin on the same day. If you have no eligible Dependents when your coverage
starts, Dependent coverage will begin on the date a person becomes your eligible Dependent,
because of marriage, birth, adoption, or placement of adoption (under age 18), provided you properly
enroll them within 30 days of the marriage, birth, adoption, or placement of adoption.
A person is an eligible Dependent if he or she is your:
• Lawful Spouse (not legally separated or divorced);
• Dependent children who are under the age of 26 years; or
• Unmarried disabled Dependent children who are over the age of 26 years provided
they were enrolled in the Plan by age 19 and disabled by age 19 as well.
For the purposes of the above, the term child means your biological child, any legally adopted child,
stepchild, or grandchild for whom you have legal custody, and any child who has been placed with
you for adoption.
In addition, the Plan is required to recognize court orders, called Qualified Medical Child Support
Orders (QMCSOs), directing you to provide health benefit coverage for your Dependent children,
even if you do not have custody of the children. If you have any questions about QMCSOs or think
you might have received one, please refer to the section of this booklet entitled "Qualified Medical
Child Support Orders (QMCSOs)" or contact the Trust Fund Office.
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In each month after coverage has begun, all hours reported by your Employers will be credited to
your hour bank and 100 hours will be subtracted from your hour bank for your coverage during that
month. Each month, 100 hours are required for your coverage to continue.
More Than 100 Hours Each Month
If you work more than 100 hours each month, your hour bank will accumulate more than the 300
hours required to establish your initial coverage. You may accumulate these excess hours up to a
maximum of 400 hours, including the hours accumulated during the current month.

✓

Fewer Than 100 Hours Each Month
If you work fewer than 100 hours per month, the remaining number of hours in your hour bank will
decline since 100 hours will be subtracted from your bank each month for continuation of coverage.

✓

✓

If you are out of work, your coverage will continue for as long as you have enough hours in your hour
bank for 100 hours for coverage. For example, if you had accumulated the maximum of 400 hours in
your bank and then worked no more, your hour bank would provide four more months of coverage,
including the current month.
Note: If your Employer fails to make the contributions on your behalf after 90 days, the Trust may not
credit hours that you worked toward your eligibility. Your eligibility in the benefit plan will be terminated
when the hours in the hour bank total less than 100.
Waiving Lag Month to Establish Earlier Eligibility
Lag waiver requests is an option available to members who work on the field. This would allow
the member to receive coverage a month in advance as it will waive the lag month, which would
normally occur after the first three months in which the member accumulates the required
300 hours worked. Lag waiver requests are only granted due to medical emergency.
Members who accumulate the 300 hours within two work months do not qualify for the lag waiver.
Once the member meets the required 300 hours within the first three months, the member
must submit a request for a lag waiver to the Trust Fund Office through their Local Union.
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EXHIBIT 9

Unfair Fringe Benefit Treatment to Nonunion County Workers Under Proposed IID
Project Labor Agreement Policy.
Workers of Nonunion contractors are paid the prevailing wage rate with
the benefits paid on paycheck.

SMRH:4830-4414-6860.2

-1-

OPERATING ENGINEERS
Payments to Union
Trusts (In Los
Angeles)

Payments which
would otherwise be
on paycheck to
Local County
Nonunion Residents

Lost Wages

Pension

$11.15

$11.15 paid on
paycheck

$11.15

Health Insurance

$11.60 i

$2.60

$9.00

Supplemental Dues

$1.30 ii

$1.30

$1.30

$2.15

$2.15

$0

Training

$1.05

$1.05

$0

Non-Employee
Benefits

$0.39 iii

$.39

$0.39

$27.64 iv

$18.64

$22.69

Vacation/Holiday
(Cash to both union
and nonunion
workers)

Subtotal

SMRH:4830-4414-6860.2

-2-

SOCAL LABORERS
Payments to Union
Trusts

Cost of Payments to
Local County
Nonunion Residents

Lost Wages of
Nonunion Local
Residents to Union
Trusts

Pension

$8.90 v

$8.90

$8.90

Health Insurance

$7.47 vi

$2.67

$4.80

Supplemental Dues

$1.84

$1.84

$1.84

Vacation/Holiday
(Cash to both union
and nonunion
workers)

$2.69 vii

$2.69

$0

Training

$0.69

$0.69

$0

Payments to other
Union Employers

$0.61 viii

$0.61

$0.61

Subtotal

$22.20

$17.40

$16.15

SMRH:4830-4414-6860.2
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i

See same documents referenced in footnote 1.
See Article XIII Page 27 of the OE MLA explaining how $1.30/hour is taken out of the
union operators paycheck and contributed to the union for the union officers’ salaries.
(Ex 14).
iii These are payments to union employer groups and do not go to any fringe benefit for
the union employee (see pages 27 through 29 of the OE MLA.
iv The DIR Prevailing Wage Determination requires at least $30 per day to be paid to the
out of area operator (See Ex 14). The DIR Prevailing Wage Determination requires at
least $30 per day to be paid to the out of area laborer (See Ex 15).
v See Page 58 Attachment 1 of Laborers MLA and the DIR Prevailing Wage
Determination confirming this contribution amount. Ex 16.
vi See Page 8 of the Laborers Health Trust SPD (Ex 8) and pages 4 and 5 of the
Operating Engineers Health Trust SPD (Ex 7) confirming the 200 hour vesting
requirement before any health insurance.
vii See Page 39 of the Laborers MLA (Ex 16) confirming that $1.84/hour is taken out of
the Laborer union members vacation pay and sent to the union to pay union officers’
salaries.
viii See Pages 43 through 44 of the Laborers MLA confirming that these amounts get
paid to union employer groups not to employee fringe benefit plans (Ex 17).
ii
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EXHIBIT 10

RETIREEELIGIBILITY

In order to qualify for Retiree Eligibility, a Partici:,ant must meet ALL of the following requirements:
1. Has sufficient hours of contributions at the master rate made to the Fund to satisfy the
eligibility requirements for a Regular, Early or Disability Pension from the Pension Fund; and
2. Has not had a Separation from Employment unless, after the Separation from Employment has
worked at least 6,000 hours in covered employment for which contributions were made to the
Fund (or in certain circumstances 5,000 hours if the Participant becomes totally and
permanently disabled.) A Separation from Employment means the Participant fails to work at
least 500 hours for a signatory employer during a period of three consecutive Plan Years, or is
employed as an Operating Engineer for a non-signatory employer who is doing Operating
Engineer work but not making contributions to the Fund; and
3. Has at least 3,000 hours of contributions made to the Fund on his behalf as an Active Employee
at the then-existing master rate; and
4. Has refrained, at all times after retirement, from any employment for a non-contributory
employer if that employer performs Operating Engineer work; and
5. Has been eligible for Active Health and Welfare benefits tor at least two of the eight
consecutive Eligibility Quarters immediately preceding his pension effective date. However, if
the Participant has worked 30,000 or more hours in contributory employment, he must have
been eligible for at least three of the twenty consecutive quarters preceding his pension
effective date. This requirement is different for Pro-Rata or Reciprocal pensioners. Contact
the Fund Office for details; and
6. Makes the required monthly self-payment for coverage in a timely manner. The self-payment
amounts are set by the Trustees and are subject to change from time to time. Self-payments
may be deducted from the Retired Employee's pension check, paid by credit or debit card
through the Fund's secure premium payment portal at www.oefi.org or by check mailed
directly to the Fund Office. Contact the Fund Office for details; and
7. Is not engaged in any type of gainful employment and covered or eligible to be covered by
group health insurance through that employment or continuation coverage under COBRA
through that employment; and
8. Within five years prior to retirement, must have been eligible for at least three Eligibility
Quarters under the Active Plan. At least 3,000 hours is required for minimum coverage (3,000
hours provides two years of coverage).
The length of Retiree Eligibility is based on employment for employers who made contributions to the
Health and Welfare Fund on behalf of the Participant. A Participant is eligible for one year of Retiree
Eligibility for each 1,500 hours on which contributions were made on his behalf to the Health and
Welfare Fund.

During December each year, the Plan holds an open enrollment period for Retiree Eligibility. If you are
eligible to enroll in the Plan and are not currently enrolled, you will automatically receive open
enrollment information.
Coverage for Participants who elect to enroll during the open enrollment
period will not begin until April 1, but the Participant must make the required premium payments for
January through March. Any charges incurred between January 1 and March 31 will not be covered.

EXHIBIT 11

If vnu du not \\ nrk enouu.h hours. vnu rna\
in:ur a Break in E~nployrnent or :1
Permanent Break in Employment. ;\ Break
in Employment rnay result in the value or
your Pension Credits to he frozen at the
k\ el in effect at the time of the Break. A
Pcnnancnt Break in Employment may result
in the loss tlf the Pension Credits vou
accurnulated prior to the Permanent Br---ak.

lnrnn-in~

Ihe Break takes cfti:ct on the last day or the
Plan Year in which you work in the
employment dt:scribed ahO\ e unless the
employment is after July L I 994. in which
casi.:. the Break takes effrct on the last dav
of the month before the month of th~
prohibited cmplnyrnent.
You must pn)\ ide dncuments or other
information requested hy the Trustees to
prm e what type of work you arc doing. If
you foil or refuse ttl provide requested
d(ll'.il!Tll'Ilh
m information. the Trustees mav
presume you h:l\ c dt1ne work which cause's
ZI Break in Employment.

a Break in Emplo~ ment

Th--- follnwin~ \\ ill cause
Employment: -

a Break

111

You will rwt 111cura Break 111
Employment for:

Ln-<!plion,:

Failure to Work 500 llour:-. i11 Three
Consccutiw
Plan Years. If vou do not
recei\e credit fix 500 hours ·of C\)\ered
Service in a period of three consecutive Plan
Years.
vou \\ill
ha,e
a Break in
Employm.ent. The Break takes effect 011
the last dav of the third Plan Year if that
last day is ·before July I. I 990. Ir the last
day orthe three Plan Years is after July I.
1990. the Break takes effel't retrnacti\ ely t()
the last dav nf the Plan Year before the
three-year p·eriod began.

I. Work dt111eat the request of Local 12
in an authorized organizing effort: or
1

Work for Non-Contributinu. Emplovers.
You \\ ill have a Break in Employment if
you:

✓

Work for an employer
terminated its Collccti,e
Agreement as long as
continues
hargaininu.
employer and docs not
stop working: or

\\ hich has
Bargaining
Local 12
with
the
tell you to

3. Work

for which a Collective
Bargaining Agreement temporarily
requires
that
contributions
be
remitted to the Operating Engineers
I lcalth and Welfare Fund instead of
the Pension Plan.

I. Work in an:: ernployment after
January I. 1990 for an employer\\ lw
docs Operating Engineer work hut
who has not signed a collective
bargaining agreement with Local I.?.
requiring contributions to this Plan
or a Related Plan recogni1ed by the
Trustees: or
1
Work as an Operating Engineer aftt:r
January I. 1990. for an employer.
whether or not signatory. if the
employer is not obligated to pay
contributions for the\\ ork to the Plan
or to a Related Plan. (see pages 16
and 17)
10
Pension

Fund

Operating Engineers Local 12

V

EXHIBIT 12

July 1, 2012

Summary Plan Description
July 1, 2012

Active Employees
and their eligible Spouses and Dependents
Retired Employees
Not eligible for Medicare and their eligible Spouses
and Dependents not eligible for Medicare
Surviving Spouses
and their eligible Dependents
Not eligible for Medicare

Si usted tiene alguna pregunta tocante a este asunto, una persona bilingue esta disponible para
ayudarle dentro de las horas de 7:00 a.m. a 6:00 p.m., Lunes a Viernes hora Pacifico
Para asistencia bilingue debe llamar al 626-279-3000.
Las horas de oficio son de 8:00 a.m. a 5:00 p.m. y
las horas de servicio al cliente son de
7:00 a.m. a 6:00 p.m., de lunes a viernes
La Oficina de Fideicomiso esta situada en
4399 Santa Anita Avenue, Suite 200
El Monte, CA 91731

Enrollment Forms/Documentation

You must complete an enrollment form and furnish appropriate documentation to the Trust Fund
Office before any claims can be paid tor you or any of your eligible Dependents.
If you are married, you will have to furnish the Trust Fund Office with certified copies of your marriage
certificate. You must also submit a certified copy of your decree of divorce if either of you have been
previously married.
If you have Dependent children, certified copies of their birth certificates or placement of adoption
papers must be submitted with your enrollment form. If you wish to cover your stepchildren, you must
submit a certified copy of your marriage certificate and a copy of the court order showing that your
Spouse has legal custody of the stepchildren.
You may also cover your grandchildren by submitting a certified copy of the court order showing
that you or your Spouse has legal custody of the grandchildren. If your Spouse has custody, you
must also submit a certified copy of your marriage certificate and an affidavit to verify that you are
furnishing full support of the grandchildren.
Coverage may be continued for unmarried totally disabled Dependent children who are 26 years
of age or older if the children are chiefly dependent upon you for support and maintenance and are
totally prevented from earning a living because of mental or physical disability. The disability must
have occurred prior to the age of 19. Proof of incapacity and dependency must be furnished within
one year following the 19th birthday of the children and at least annually and at any other times as
may be required by the Trustees and the Trust Fund Office.
Note: The rules regarding continuing eligibility are the same whether you choose the PPO Plan or the
EPO Plan or the Kaiser Permanente HMO Plan.
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Bargaining Unit Employees, Apprentices and Trainees
In each month after coverage has begun, all hours reported by your Employers will be credited to
your hour bank and 100 hours will be subtracted.
Non-Bargaining Unit Employees
After you have become initially eligible, your coverage will be continued for each month that your
Employer has made sufficient contributions for you.
Continuing Coverage When You Change Employers
If you change Employers and your new Employer is signatory to a Collective Bargaining Agreement
that requires contributions to this Plan, your coverage may not be interrupted as long as your hour
bank is not reduced below 100 hours.
If You Change Employers And Work For A Non-Signatory (Non-Union) Employer

✓

If you work for an Employer in the Plan area, which is under the jurisdiction of the Local Unions listed
in the front of this booklet and the Employer is not signatory to one of the agreements establishing
this Welfare Plan, you will lose eligibility immediately upon commencing work for that Employer. Your
hour bank will be immediately reduced to zero.
If You Work Outside Of The Plan Area
If you work for an Employer in an area that is not under the jurisdiction of one of the Local Unions
listed in the front of this booklet or the agreements establishing the Plan, or if you cease to perform
work covered by the Collective Bargaining Agreement, your Employer is not required to contribute to
this Fund on your behalf.
Except as provided through reciprocity arrangements with certain other Trust Funds, work outside of
the plan's jurisdiction will be treated as a period of unemployment as far as your eligibility for benefits
is concerned. Your hour bank will be reduced by 100 hours for each such month. Your benefits will
terminate on the last day of the first month in which your hour bank is less than 100 hours.
Reciprocity With Other Trust Funds
From time-to-time, the Board of Trustees may approve reciprocity arrangements with other Health
and Welfare Trust Funds affiliated with the Laborers International Union of North America (LIUNA).
If a Reciprocity Agreement is in place with a LIUNA affiliated Trust Fund and you work in that
jurisdiction, you can arrange to have your hours transferred back to this Trust Fund. Contact the Trust
Fund Office for more information.
Continuing Dependent Coverage After Death Of Employee
Eligible Dependents of a deceased Employee will continue to be covered as long as sufficient hours
remain in the deceased Employee's hour bank. Once the hours in the hour bank total less than 100,
coverage will be terminated. Dependents may also continue eligibility for limited periods of time by
making payments directly to the Plan. Refer to the COBRA Continuation provisions on page 21.
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EXHIBIT 13

AGC MASTER LABOR AGREEMENT FOR
OPERATING ENGINEERS LOCAL UNION NO. 12

MASTER LABOR AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA,
SAN DIEGO CHAPTER, INC.

AND
THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGINEERS,
LOCAL UNION NO. 12

EFFECTIVE

JULY 1, 2016 - June 30, 2019

classifications of employees when said equipment is owned by the Contractor or
Subcontractor.
2. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall relieve any Contractor or
Subcontractor from his contractual obligations under such other agreements as referred
to in Section C, except as specifically set forth in this Sub-paragraph 1, above.
D.
Except in those cases where an individual member of the Contractor
Association on his own accord has entered into another agreement with the Union, this
Agreement contains all of the covenants, stipulations and provisions agreed upon by the
parties hereto. No agent or representative of either party has authority to make and none
of the parties shall be bound by nor liable for any statement, representation, promise,
inducement or agreement not set forth herein. Any provision in the working rules of the
Union with reference to the relations between the Contractors and their employees in
conflict with the terms of this Agreement shall be deemed to be waived and any such
rules or regulations which may hereafter be adopted by the Union shall have no
application to work covered herein.
ARTICLE XIV
Supplemental Dues

/
✓

A
Subject to the following conditions, the Contractor agrees that each
employee may give written authorization to the Board of Trustees of the Operating
Engineers Vacation-Holiday Savings Trust to pay to the Union from funds allocated as
supplemental dues held by the Trustees on his behalf the sum designated in Appendix
"F" for each hour of his employment (hours worked or paid) in each payroll period
commencing June 16, 1983, as special supplemental dues owed by the employee to the
Union.
B.
The Union shall bear the entire responsibility for obtaining the written
authorization from the employee and furnishing the authorization to the Board of Trustees
in a form satisfactory to the Trustees. All costs, expenses and fees of the Board of
Trustees incidental to the accounting, administration, and remittance to the Union of the
supplemental dues payments shall be borne solely and entirely by the Union. The
Contractors and the Union agree to amend the Agreement and Declaration of Trust of the
Operating Engineers Vacation-Holiday Savings Trust for the purpose of authorizing,
allocating and distributing the foregoing sums. This provision shall in no way affect the
obligation of the Contractor to pay the full amount of vacation contributions specified in
this Agreement.
C.
All written authorizations referred to above shall be irrevocable for a period of
one (1) year from the date of the execution and shall renew automatically from year to
year thereafter, unless the employee has served written notice upon the Board of
Trustees and on the Union, not more than twenty (20) days and not less than ten (10)
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days prior to the expiration of each period of one (1) year or of the period of this
Agreement, whichever is sooner, terminating the authorization.
ARTICLE XV
Working Rules

A.

Single Shift:

1. Eight (8) consecutive hours exclusive of meal period, between 6:00 A.M.
and 5:00 P.M., shall constitute a day's work. Forty (40) hours, Monday, 6:00 A.M. through
Friday, 5:00 P.M., shall constitute a week's work.
2. The starting time of single shifts shall be at 6:00 A.M., 6:30 A.M., 7:00
A.M., 7:30 A.M. or 8:00 A.M., Monday through Sunday. Starting time shall be changed
only to meet a bona fide job requirement. Starting time shall not be staggered. Written
notice shall be given to the Union in cases of deviation from the original starting time. In
the event the Union is not notified in writing, employees shall be paid overtime for all time
outside of the regular constituted shift.
3. All time worked before 6:00 A.M. and after 5:00 P.M. or all time worked
in excess of eight (8) consecutive hours, exclusive of meal period, and all work performed
or hours paid on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, shall be paid at the appropriate
overtime rate.
4. The Contractor, at his option, may start earlier than 6:00 A.M. when
twenty-four (24) hours prior notification to the Union is provided in advance of starting of
such shift and confirmed in writing. In order to qualify for this provision, such shift and
employee(s) involved shall operate for three (3) days or more. Such shift shall work eight
(8) hours at the straight-time rate of pay.

B.

Multiple Shifts:

1. When so elected by the Contractor, multiple shifts may be worked for
three (3) or more consecutive days, provided that the Union is notified in writing
twenty-four (24) hours in advance of the effective date of the starting of such multiple shift
operations, provided however, that workmen working on multiple shifts must work three
(3) consecutive days and shall not be interchangeable with those working on a single-shift
basis. All employees on multiple or single shifts commencing work prior to the
established starting time, shall be paid at the applicable overtime rate. In no event shall
the regular working hours of different shifts overlap, nor shall any interval between shifts
exceed the reasonable time necessary to change shifts, and in no event shall such
interval exceed one (1) hour, except when a special shift is established in accordance
with Paragraph C, Special Shifts.
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EXHIBIT 14

APPENDIX
E-1 THROUGH E-3
FIELD SOILS AND MATERIAL TESTER
BUILDING/CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR
CLASSIFICATIONS AND WAGE RATES
INCREASE EFFECTIVE DATES
7-01-16 7-01-17 7-01-18
*$ 2.80 *$ 2.30 *$ 2.30
CLASSIFICATIONS

EFFECTIVE 7-01-16. HOURLY WAGE RATES
**SS
***MS

Appendix
GROUP I (Old Group 2)
GROUPII
(Old Group 4)
GROUP Ill

E-1
$ 42.63
44.41
46.41

E-2
$ 43.13
44.91
46.91

E-3
$ 43.63
45.41
47.41

*The Union may elect as its option, upon at least sixty (60) days' written notice to allocate
the increase indicated to: (1) Hourly Wage Rates, (2) Health and Welfare, (3) Pension
and, (4) Vacation-Holiday and/or Supplemental Dues, (5) Joint Apprenticeship and
Journeyman Retraining Fund, (6) Engineers Contract Compliance Committee and (7) So.
Calif. Partnership for Jobs.

APPRENTICE WAGE RATES
Based on Appendix E, Group II, E-1, E-2 and E-3
(Building/Construction Inspector)
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

1
II

111
IV
V
VI

0 -1000
1000 - 2000
2000 - 3000
3000 - 4000
4000 - 5000
5000 - 6000

hrs.
hrs.
hrs.
hrs.
hrs.
hrs.

@
@
@
@
@
@

60%
65%
70%
75%
80%
90%

All shift pay or premiums entitled to be paid under the terms of this Agreement
shall be paid in full and added to the Apprentice Base Wage Rate, for all hours worked or
paid.
At no time shall the above apprenticeship wage rates exceed the Group I and
Group II rates of this Appendix E.
**Special Shift ***Multi-Shift
Zone Pay (Refer to Art. XV, Sec. P)
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APPENDIX F
CONTRIBUTIONS PAYABLE TO TRUST FUNDS

7-06-15

Health & Welfare Plan
(Article VIII) .........................

EFFECTIVE DATES
7-01-16
7-01-17

$11.20

$11.45

Pension Trust
(Article IX). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9.65

9.65

Vacation-Holiday Fund ($2.15) &
Supplemental Dues ($1.30)
(Article X & Article XIV) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3.00

3.45

Joint Apprenticeship & Journeyman
Retraining Fund
(Article XI). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0.80

0.95

Engineers Contract Compliance
Committee Fund - (ECCC)
(ArticleXVI) ..........................

0.15

0.15

Construction Advancement Fund
(Article XIX) . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0.14

0.14

So. Calif. Partnership for Jobs Fund
(Article XX) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7-01-18

0.10

The Apprenticeship Standards will be modified as follows and shall apply to all
Step I Apprentices indentured after June 16, 1992. No Pension contributions will be
acquired for the first 2,000 hours. After completion of 2,000 hours, fringe benefit
payments will include Pension Fund.
The above contributions will be made on the basis of straight-time or overtime
worked or paid each employee under the terms of this Appendix. The Contractor shall
pay fringe benefit contributions to the Operating Engineers Trust at the specified hourly
wage rates on all hours of employment (worked or paid) of each employee who performs
any work whatsoever of the nature covered by this Agreement.
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The Contractors signatory to this Agreement shall recognize that the Retirees of
the Operating Engineers Union are in need of a periodic increase in their benefits to keep
abreast of economic factors such as inflation and normal cost of living increases.
Therefore, we are proposing the hourly pension contribution reflect a One Dollar
($1.00) per hour increase over the term of the Agreement to be allocated as follows:
Effective July 1, 2007, fifty cents (50¢) per hour
Effective July 1, 2008, twenty-five cents (25¢) per hour
Effective July 1, 2009, twenty-five cents (25¢) per hour
This One Dollar ($1.00) per hour increase is over and above the existing
contribution rate of Four Dollars and five cents ($4.05) per hour.
The increased amount shall be utilized as set forth hereafter to increase benefits
and improve the funding condition to the Pension Plan. Within sixty (60) days' of
adoption of this Agreement the Board of Trustees shall adopt a Plan Amendment which:
(1) Effective July 1, 2007, increases pension benefits, in accord with past practice, for
Active Plan Participants by Three Dollars ($3.00) per pension credit. (2) Effective July 1,
2007, provides that pensioners on the rolls as of June 30, 2007, and on the rolls as of
December 1, 2007, shall receive a thirteenth (13 th ) check in December 2007 and further
provides an identical benefit increase for pensioners on the rolls as of June 30, 2008,
June 30, 2009, June 30, 2010, June 30, 2011 and June 30, 2012, if they are on the rolls
as of December 1, of the same calendar year.
It is further agreed that in the event there is insufficient margin existing in the
Pension Fund to increase the benefits as noted herein, the Union shall have the option of
allocating a portion of their negotiated increase to pay for the increase, or foregoing the
increase, however, the margin that may be created during the life of this Agreement shall
first be used before any further allocations are made.
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PROCEDURE FOR RESOLVING TRUST FUND DISPUTES

1. Pending amendment of the Trust Agreements, by all of the parties to the
Trust Agreement, the following procedure shall be used to resolve any Trust Fund dispute
in the event there is a deadlock in implementing the increases noted above.
a. The deadlocked dispute shall be submitted to the Labor-Management
Adjustment Board consisting of three (3) persons from the Contractors Negotiating
Committee and three (3) persons from the Operating Engineers Negotiating Committee,
all of whom participated in the negotiations, for a determination of the deadlocked motion.
The parties' Trustees shall also be present as observers. There shall be no alternates
appointed by either party. In the event of a deadlock, the parties shall select an arbitrator
in accordance with Article V of this Agreement. The arbitrator shall rule only on the
provisions outlined in this Appendix F. The Trustees shall be obligated to carry out the
instruction resulting from this process with respect to Appendix F of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement.
b. If either party fails to meet with the Labor-Management Adjustment
Board within thirty (30) days of submission of the dispute, or if the Labor-Management
Adjustment Board fails to meet within thirty-nine (39) days of the submission to it of the
dispute, the decision of the Labor-Management Adjustment Board shall be against the
party that failed to meet, or whose members of the Labor-Management Adjustment Board
failed to meet.
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EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor

ST A TE OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Office of the Director - Research Unit
-l55 Colden Cate Avenue, 9th Floor
San Francisco, CA 9-l102

MAil.INC A/J/JRESS:
l'. 0. Box 420603
51111
Fm11ci,;co.C;1 94/42-0603

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE PROVISIONS

FOR

OPERATING ENGINEER

CRANES, PILE DRIVER AND HOISTING EQUIPMENT
(OPERATING ENGINEER)

TUNNEL (OPERATING ENGINEER)

BUILDING/CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTOR, FIELD SOILS AND
MA TE RIAL TESTER, and NON-DESCTRUCTIVE TESTING

IN

IMPERIAL, INYO, KERN, LOS ANGELES, MONO, ORANGE,
RIVERSIDE, SAN BERNARDINO, SAN LUIS OBISPO, SANT A
BARBARA, AND VENTURA COUNTIES

SC-23-63-2

T.

Subsistence:

1.
In the subsistence area as hereafter defined in "Exhibit A" subject to the
exceptions noted below, subsistence shall be paid at the rate of Thirty Dollars ($30.00)-per
scheduled work day. There shall be no prorating of subsistence. Subsistence shall apply
to workmen and/or employees who report to work and for whom no work is provided.
(a) Effective on all work bid after July 1, 2007, the areas inside the
boundaries of China Lake Naval Reserve, Vandenberg Air Force Base, Point Arguello,
Seely Naval Base, Fort Irwin Army Base, Nebo Annex Marine Base, Marine Corp Logistics
Base Yermo, Edwards Air Force Base and 29 Palms Marine Base, Zone Pay as hereinafter
defined in "Exhibit A" shall apply for which the hourly rate of pay will be Three Dollars and
seventy-five cents ($3.75) per hour above the regular rate and shall become the base rate
for the entire shift.
(b) Zone pay is hereafter established effective July 9, 2007, and defined
as "Exhibit B" subject to the exceptions noted below, zone pay shall be paid at the rate of
Two Dollars ($2.00) per hour above the regular rate of pay and shall become the base rate
for the entire shift. This zone pay area is located in the northern portion of "Exhibit B"
delineated by the color blue.
Those areas defined in "Exhibit B" by the color yeilow shall be One Dollar
($1.00) per hour above their regular rate of pay and shall become their base rate for the
entire shift.
2.
An employee or workman who is required to report or perform any work
in a subsistence area, for any portion of the day or shift, shall receive the established
subsistence rate for the entire day or shift.
3.
Exception to the above requirements may be taken and no subsistence
furnished or paid in the following instances:
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EXHIBIT 15

ATTACHMENT #1
CONTRIBUTIONS PAYABLE TO TRUST FUNDS
EFFECTIVE

7/01/17*

7/01/16

Laborers Health and Welfare
Fund for Southern Caiiforn:a

$7.06

San Diego Construction
Laborers Pension Fund

$7.50

Construction Laborers
Vacation Fund for Southern
California

$2.69

Supplemental Dues
(in addition to Vacation
Contribution)

$1.84

Laborers Training and
Retraining for Southern
California

$0.69

Center for Contract
Compliance Trust Fund

$0.20

Laborers Administrative
Trust

$0.12

Construction Advancement
Fund

$0 12

7/01/18*
.l.

'

..L

-'.

* Any increase in 07/01117 and 07101/18 to be a:loca:ed by Union from wage increase.
J.. To be a::ocated by the Union to (1) Hourly wage rate: (2) Health & Welfare; (3) Pension. (4)
Vacation: (5) Training and Retraining (6) Supplemental Dues; {7) Center for Contract
Cor1::iliance. (8) Administrative Trust; or (9) any combinatio" thereof

2016-2C19
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Edmund G. Brown

ST ATE OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Office of the Director - Research Unit
455 Golden Gate A venue, 9 th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

Jr., Gm•ernor

lv1J\/UNG AD/WESS:
I'. 0. /lox 410603
San Fra11ci.sco,
CA 94142-0603

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE PROVISIONS

FOR

LABORER AND RELATED CLASSIFICATIONS

IN

IMPERIAL, INYO, KERN, LOS ANGELES, MONO, ORANGE,
RIVERSIDE, SAN BERNARDINO, SAN LUIS OBISPO, SANT A
BARBARA, AND VENTURA COUNTIES

23-102-2

------------------·-··--··--···----------------~

I. Subsistence
1.
Subsistence shall be paid at the rate of forty-five dollars ($45.00) per scheduled
workday. There shall be no prorating of subsistence. Subsistence shall apply to workmen
and/or employees who report to work and for whom no work is provided.
2.
Subsistence as provided in Paragraph 1-1hereof shall be paid on jobs on the
following offshore islands:
Richardson Rock
Santa Cruz Island
Arch Rock
San Nicholas Island
Santa Catarina Island

San Miguel Island
Santa Barbara Island
San Clemente Island
Santa Ro~a Island
Anacapa Island

(a)
Employees reporting at the embarkation point for travel to the above
named islands shall be paid travel time from the mainland to the islands and return at the
straight-time rate and in no event shalt the travel time be less than one (1) hour regardless
of mode of travel.
3.
In lieu of subsistence, the Contractor may provide and maintain acceptable room
and board on or immediately adjacent to the project seven {7) days per week in compliance
with California State Laws.

J. Employees shall travel to and from their daily initial reporting place on their own time
and by means of their own transportation. The Contractor shall be responsible for payment
of wages from the reporting point, as ordered by the Contractor, to the jobsite and from job
to job and return. However, employees who voluntarily report to a point for free
transportation to the jobsite will not be compensated from the time en route and return. For
offshore work, employees will receive travel pay at straight-time rates from port of
embarkation to jobsite and from jobsite to debarkation regardless of mode of
transportation, which transportation shall be at the Contractor's expense. ff no camp is
furnished by the Contractor, such transportation shall be furnished daily.

EXHIBIT 16

Group V - Blaster (licensed) All work of loading holes,
placing and blasting all powder and explosives of whatever type
regardless of method used for such loading and placi1-:g.

H.
When the Employer requires the employee to carry dual Union cards, the
employee will receive S.15 per hour above the rate of the higher classification. The
employee will pick up referrals from both Unions involved. A dual card employee shall
not replace, nor be required by the Employer to perform the duties of, a Craft's classified
worker. The employee shall have the right to designate which of the involved Union's
fringe benefits coverage he desires. The dual card employee shall be paid for the entire
day at the highest applicable wage rate of the Unions involved. This shall not affect the
rate or election of fringe benefit contributions as provided above.

I.

Overtime Rates:
Time and one-half, except Sundays and Holidays which are double time.

J.

Supplemental Dues:

1.
Subject to the following conditions. the Employer agrees that he shall, if he
is furnished with his employee's written authorization to do so. deduct the sum certified
by the Union as the amount owing for supplemental dues from the amounts required to
be paid by the third paragraph of Attachment #1 of this Agreement for each employee
for each hour worked or paid for in each payroll period. as special supplemental dues.
In implementing the foregoing, the parties have heretofore established the Laborers
Vacation Dues Reconciliation Trust (hereinafter "Dues Trust") as agent for the purpose
of receiving and holding written authorization cards and for receiving, holding, allocating
and distributing the dues monies.
2.
Said supplemental dues shali be transmitted to the Dues Trust
concurrently with, but not as a part of, the employer's monthly vacation contributions
with respect to his employees covered by this Agreement to the Construction Laborers
V;:ic;:ition Trust. All sums deducted by the employers pursuant to the provisions of this
Section shall, from the instant of their deduction, be considered dues if proper
authorization shall have been furnished. All other sums transmitted by the employers
pursuant to the provisions of this Section shall, from the instant of their transmittal, be
considered vacation contributions if no such proper authorization shall have been
furnished and shall be held by the Vacation Trust Fund for the account of the employee.
Prior to deposit in the separate bank accounts of the Dues Trust. on the one hand, and
the Vacation Trust, on the other, the bank shall separate the funds transmitted into dues
and vacation contributions, respectively, heised upon whether or not a proper dues
deduction authorization shall have been filed. The bank shall then deposit such sums in
the account of the appropriate Trust referred to in this Section. The Union shall bear the
entire responsibility for furnishing the written authorization referred to above. All costs
incidental to receipt, administration and remittance to the Union of the supplemental
dues payments shall be borne solely and entirely by the Union. This provision shall not
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reduce the obligations of the Employer to pay the full amount of vacation contributions
specified in this Agreement. All written authorizations referred to above shall be
irrevocable for a period of one (1) year from the date of the execution and shall renew
automatically from year to year thereafter, unless the employee, by written notice
served upon the Laborers' Local 89 and/or the Dues Trust, as agent for the Employer,
within fifteen (15) days following the first year or any year thereafter, revokes such
authorization.
K.

Paving:

Should any paving or paving maintenance job and only a paving or paving
maintenance job, by necessity and bid document, specification or solicitation require
that the paving portion of the job be performed on a Saturday and/or Sunday, the
following provisions shall apply:
1.
For paving work performed betv,een 5:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., employees
performing that work shall be paid at their straight time wage and fringe benefits.
2.
All paving work before 5:00 a.m. and/or after 6:00 p.m. or in excess of 8
consecutive hours, exclusive of meal period, and all such work performed on a Saturday
and Sunday in excess of 40 hours per week shall be paid at the rate of time and a half.
3.
The Employer shall perform work covered by this Section only with its own
employees. In order to increase job opportunities for Local 89 members, the employer
shall not s:.Jbcontractwork covered by this section to anyone except by mutual consent
of the parties to this Agreement.
4.
At least one day prior to commencement of the paving work on a Saturday
or Sunday. the Employer must cal 1 a pre-job conference and present to the Union
representative an appropriate bid or other document sufficient to satisfy the Unions that
the paving work must be performed on a Saturday andior Sunday.
5.
The assignment or work pJrsuant to this Section shall be on a strictly
voluntary basis. No employee shali be discriminated against, discipiined or discharged
for declining weekend work, as set forth in this Section. Should an insufficient number
of employees choose to perform the weekend work, the Union shall dispatch out of work
employees from it's out of work list for the Saturday and Sunday work only. A dispatch
for this work only shall not change the employee's position on the out of work list or
dispatch to full time employment.
SECTION 26
TRUST FUNDS
A.

Health and Welfare:

1.
Employers covered by the terms of this Agreement agree to pay to the
Laborers' Health and Welfare Trust Fund for Southern California the sum designated in
20'6-2C19
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EXHIBIT 17

D.

Apprenticeship and Training:

Employers covered by the terms of this Agreement agree to pay to the
1.
Laborers' Training and Retraining Trust Fund for Southern California the sum
designated in Attachment#, of this Agreement for each hour worked or paid for on all
classifications contained in this Agreement.

2.
Employers covered by the terms of this Agreement approve and consent
to the appointment of the Trustees designated by the Laborers' Training and Retraining
Trust Agreement for Southern California and further ratify, confirm, and consent to all
acts heretofore taken in the creation and administration of said Trust by the joint
Trustees, its agents and representatives, and agree to be bound by all the terms,
conditions, provisions. privileges and obligations provided for by said Agreement and
Declaration of Trust as same may be constituted in its original form, as amended, and
as may be subsequently amended.
E.

Center For Contract Compliance

Trust Fund

1.
Employers covered by the terms of this Agreement agree to pay to the
Center for Contract Compliance Trust Fund, the sum designated in Attachment #1 of
this Agreement per hour for each hour worked or paid for on all classifications contained
in this Agreement.
2.
Employers covered by the terms of this Agreement agree to be bound by
aii the terms and conditions of the Agreement and Declaration of Trust as they may be
constituted in its original form and insofar as it may be amended.

3.

This Article shall be subject to the Agreement of the parties on the
language for the Agreement and Declaration of Trust.

F.

San Diego Construction Advancement Fund 2003
1.

✓

A trust fund entitled "San Diego Construction Advancement Fund 2003"

shall bo used oniy to provide compensation to the Employers for negotiations and
administration of the provisions of this Agreement, including Section 18, for the Industry.
Individual Employers shall contribute into the San Diego Construction Advancement
Fund 2003 ten cents ($.10) per hour for each hour paid for or worked. The trust fund
sha!I be administered solely by Trustees selected by the Employers in accordance with
a trust agreement to be executed by the employers. The Union shall have the right, not
more than one (1) time per year, to independently audit the Trust Fund.
2.
Employers covered by the terms of this Agreement approve and consent
to the appointment of the Trustees designated pursuant to the Declaration of Trust
establishing the San Diego Construction Advancement Fund 2003 and further ratify,
confirm and consent to all acts heretofore taken in the creation and administration of
said Trust by its Trustees. its agents and representatives. and agree to be bound by all
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the terms, conditions, provisions, privileges and obligations provided for by said
Agreement and Declaration of Trust as same may be constituted in its original form, as
amended, and as may be subsequently amended.
G.

Administrative Trust:

1.
Contractors covered by the terms of this Agreement agree to pay to the
Laborers' Trusts Administrative Trust Fund for Southern California (Administrative Trust
Fund) the sum designated in Attachment #1for each hour worked or paid for on all
classifications contained in this Agreement.
2.
Contractors covered by the terms of this Agreement approve and consent
to the appointment of the Trustees designated by the Laborers' Trusts Administrative
Trust Agreement for Southern California and further ratify, confirm and consent to all
acts heretofore taken in the creation and administration of said Trust by the joint
Trustees, its agents and representatives, and agree to be bound by all the terms,
conditions, provisions, privileges and obligations provided for by said Agreement c:md
Declaration of Trust as same may be constituted in its origina! fo:rn, as amended, and
as may be subsequently amended.
3.
The primary purpose of the Administrative Trust Fund shall be to pay
operating costs of the Vacation Trust Fund that cannot be paid from interest revenue,
forfeitures, and payments and income other than actual hourly contributions to the
Vacation Trust Fund for hours worked or paid (referred to as "Operating Cost Shortfall").
If the auditor for the Vacation Trust Fund certifies that the Administrative Trust Fund has
sufficient assets to pay the Operating Cost Shortfall for at least 24 months, the excess
assets of the Administrative Trust Fund shall be used to pay administrative expenses of
the Health & Welfare Trust Fund or Pension Trust Fund: or the Union. upon 30 days
written notice to the Associations. may reaUocate future contributions to the
Administrative Trust Fund, to the Health & Welfare Trust Fund or Pension Trust Fund.

H.
Where the Employer transfers key laborers out of the geographical area of this
A:::Jreement,to an area where the [rnployer is not signatory to a Laborers' Agreement,
the Employer shall contribute to the Trust Funds mentioned in this Agreement for all
hours worked by or paid to such key laborers for the duration of the job for which they
were transferred.

I.
The Trustees of all of the Trusts set forth in Subsections A. B, C and D of this
Section 26 are directed that only persons employed, or their representatives, by
Employers bound to an agreement with either the Southern California District Council of
Laborers or Local Union No. 89 and contributing to the Trusts may serve as Employer
Trustees on the Trust Funds.

2016-2019
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